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The present study has been designed to conduct a 

comparative analysis between the Kautilyan and tbe Machia

vellian conceptions or diplomacy. Though some research 

has been done 1n quite different perspective and the possi

bility or a study like the present one has otten been talked 

ot, the proposed point remains practically unexamined. 

But, no efforts have been made to resurrect the 

Kautilyan-Macbiavellian scheme. The study bas been pursued 

in such a way that might tacili tate a poignant analysis 

to illuminate the relevance or irrelevance or their theories 

and tor extracting a new meaning or diplomacy and states

mans hip out or them sui ted to modern norms. 

Efforts have also been made to resolve the contro

versy whether soma ot their c;ongerns and gongepq are valid 

or not and to inquire into the possibility or the emergence 

ot a )ngtbod out of those concerns and concepts. 

The proposed method bas embodie$ certain additional 

determinants of diplomacy so necessary to cope with tbe 

conditions 1n our nuclear age. The tunctions of these 

determinants are to enlarge the areas ~r peace, order and 

stability or the international system. 
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Though the Kautilyan-Machiavellian dictums ot 

thought assume multi-dimension~ proportions, the scppe 

ot this study is rather limited. It bas dealt with the 

diplomacy as enunciated by Kautilya and Machiavelli wltb :--us .. .,.~"'-' t. 

only four spedific issues 1 

(a) an attempt to inquire into tbetr approach to diplo

matic behaviour and to construct a new methodological sca

ffolding out or theirs; 

(b) to compare and contrast tb9 internal taetors Vs. 

external factors in tbe Kautilyan-I1aoh1avellian setting 

viz-a-viz tbe contemporary international system. 

(c) to study tbe nature or states mans hip as formulated 
• 

by Kautilya and Machiavelli and whether that is valid in 

our time or not; and, lastly -

(d) the Kautilya~acb.iavellian views on tbe need or 

intelligence in making diplomatic dec is ions. It may be 

mentioned that Machiavelli has not talked clearly or ela

borat'!ly about the need or intelligence i.n turtherance or 

diploma tic goals. But, 1 t has been included 1n the study 

with the purpose that almost all tb.e Kau tilyan views on 

the need or in tell1gence tor the purposes or diplomacy have 

provided the same skeleton to shape tbe same peculiar 

polity which has been advocated by Machiavelli too. 
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or course, an introductory chapter (the first chapter) 

provides the basis of analysis or all these issues. The 

last part of' the dissertation evaluates the entire study in 

the light or order and stability or both the internal system 

and the international system which is the urgent need tor a 

statesmsn 1n the nuclear age. 
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PAR'f ONE s THE BACKGROUND 



Cbapter I 

DIPLOMACY t 'tHE MEANING OF AN ART 

His tory is a progressive process. 'the pr.ogeni tort~ 

ot the process have moulded and remo~ded ideas 1n aodeling 

a better world order and civilization. The contagion ot 

these ideas has occasioned newer viStas tor descendants to 

help channelize actions and attitudes or the mankind towards 

t'Urtherance ot the process. Thus the s badov or b1a torr 

has been a constant guide to realise the serendipity ot the 

past tor measuring the fUndi ty of knowle(Jge ot the present. 

Now, diplomacy being fecund layer or the soil or history is 

no exception. It :18 interesting to till the layers of diplo

macy to cull pedagogical underpinnings and dovetail them with 

ours so as to fertilize new ones and to invigorate tbe exiS

ting ones. The hiStory or diplomacy is spattered with views 

1. For penetrating analysis on bow history belgs understan
ding generational values see Luard, Evan 1 lmts ot 
IntetQAtional Sggietxn, The Free Press, New York, 1976J 
Espl. p.33J and Dickson, Peter w.o. "KissinK•r and tbl 
Meaning o( Historg", Cambridge University Press 1918, 
pp.85-ll5J and also G~rdon, Paul Lauren, Ed.a "Dtpl~gxa 
ria JUHl§Pa9~. 1n · Mtorr, Tbftorv §nd Polis;y , The ee 
Press, ew ork, 19 • 
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ranging from dizzying variety or theories to ingenious strate

ge~s. But on tbe whole, ~he indubitable merit or diplomacy 

remains more or less same. From tbe Greek hiS tory to the 

present, diplomacy purports tbe principles or a formidable 

method of international intercourse. 

Diplomacx Defined 

F.rom historical millenia, diplomacy has always been 

considered and construed as an effective tool of statecraft 

to measure and cure the 'diseasn' in the international order 

arising out of conflicts among sovereign territorial entities. 

The subtle instrument or diplomacy has emerged as an as terian 

purveying prodigious postulates to a debt operator of inter

national haggling. But, though every historical situation 

illuminates some sort or uniqueness and a typical treatment 

needed, the techniques and lbetbod! employed by different states

men found different expressions 1n different situations and 

at different times. Because, siAilarity in situatiorAl 

context may not entail the same role or the same un1 ts and the 

same operational psychology. Yet an incisive analpiS or tbe 

historical parallalism might remove earlier vapidness and provide 

enormous insight into the possibility or building up or an 

edifice or the theory or the betterment. Anyway, like most 

other concepts, diplomac1 too has received a lot of' attention 

from a lot of' flamboyant t'igures. From Greek Demos thanes to 
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the modern • demon' Henry Kissinger, diplomacy has become 

the protian instrument to the proselytizing personality tor 

tbe practical solution ot any inter-state eventuality. 

Harold Nichols on2, Sir Earnest Satov3, and a host or others 

reter to diplomacy as to pave tbe pace or sli1kness between 

multinational actors operating to t1sb out multif'er1oua 

interests. To Morgenthau, diplomacy points to the "interna

tional situation which concerns the national interest most 

directly. "4 Anatoliev5 crystal1zes that diplomacy is to 

be an element that keeps bumani ty trom "floundering in the 

whirlpools or intermittent international crises and, 1n th9 

final analys 1s, from being drawn into a nuclear - roclte,t 

war". 

The doctrines ot Kaut1lya6 and Macbiavelli7 Opitomize 

diplomacy as the wisdom or s tatecratt which eschews idealism 

2. 

a. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Nicholson, Haroldl "Diplomas;!", Oxtord University Press, 
New York, 2nd ed. , 1958. 

Satow, Earnest Sir' "A G~iae to ~glomatic ~gtict", 
ed. by Sir Vevile Bland, Longman Green and Co., London, 
1962. 
Morgentbau, Hans J. a "Politigs among ·Nfitigrp", Altred A. 
Knott, New York, 3rd ed., 196>, p.l39. 
Anatoliev, K. : "Modern Dinl,Qmacx Ptln.21Ples, Document§, 
Pgqnlt", Moscow, Rovosti Press Ageney, 1972, p.287. 
Kaut1lyaa "Artoosutra." Translated by Shamasastry, R. 
Mysore Printing and Publishing House, Mysore, 8th ed., 
1967. 
Machiavelli, N. a "lbl. PtJ,Mt" Tr. by George Bull. 
HarmondS Worth; Penguin, 1977. 
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and establishes the supreme sovereign-self. The projection 

of tbe supereme sovereign-self 18 necessary to feed the 

acquisitive tendency ot tbe power complex. For them, the 

power-prestige combination symbolizes bigness, and smallness 

can be treated according to its definition. 

Some modern wr1 ters opine that diplomacy is a 

science and can be explained in statistical terms. Hence, 

they talk or diplomatr1x, diplograph, diplommetr,S and so 

on.. Call it science or. art or the scientific art or the 

science ot art, . diplomacy remains the same dynamic torce ot 

problem-solving. Though the notion or 'uroblem.:solnn&' 

can be rerrered even ·to the family feudS and other conflict

conditions, 1n diplomacY' it has generally c011e to be associa

ted with the art of crisis-management 1n international rela-

tions. 

Because or its very nature, the concept or diplomacy 

cannot be ostracized and put into an anemic theory. Diplo

macy defies dogmatism and delineates dynamism. Diplomacy 

denotes an elaborate des 1gn or the s tateeratt to emend the 

embittered, to embosom the embat~ed and to embark upon a 

persuasive strategy that ensures harmony end stability in 

international interaction. Diplomacy designates it as the 

womb or peace, the yardstick of conflict- resolution and the 

8. Singh, I.P. 1 "D1R1omgntrf", Somaiya Publications PVT. 
LTD., Bombay, 19?0. 
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bridge or human understanding. 9 

But, diplomacy is not self-operative. It 1s to be 

guided by men who are held as diplomats. Since diplomacy 

involves tactics, the diplomat 1s inevitably a tacticiaa. 

Trait! ,@:nd techniques ot a tact1c1al} 

In the strategy or statecrart the deployment or 

tactic guarantees much more return than the deployment or 

arms. While tb.e f'orea or ar:.ns pa1H~!! a threat or animosity 

among the interacting units, tactic pr.esppposes tbe role 

or getting it narrowed down. Tactic tends to highlight the 

art or astuteness or tt. statesman who trades in words not 

in war, dickering rather than bickering with a view to sco

ring maximum or advantage over the adversary trom a situa

tion which turl'l tbe latter into a meek spectator or the 

on-going phenomena. But the art or tactic is not a magic 

wand. It 1s a ptal~cy or convenience. It emphasi.ses on 

expediency, not the extinction of opponents. Tactic embodies 

the tools or the game where the contending players can get 

maximum only out or maximum nkillness and minimum means the 

defeat. The ranguished can over-turn tho board only by its 

atavistic dexterity to handle events. And1 the game goes 

on without·any blare-up among the units or international 

relations. 

9. Johns oni E. A. J. ed. i " DlJ:n ens ions or DiP lpmag x" , Delhi, 
Nationa , 1967, p.ix. 
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So, tactic 1s the greatest arm or the diplomatist. 

Tactic and diplomacy are the two sides ot the same coin. 

Diplomacy without tactic 1s tish without water and tactic 

without diplomacy is bird without teatbers. The together

ness or tactic and diplomacy makes the matrix ot peace and 

stability. 

But, the statesman-ta~tician has a long way to 

travel tram problem to peace. 10 In tact, he can hardly rea

lise the state or perfect peace. Hence, the accent is on 

stability. To achieve stability, he 1s to undergo the 

arduous process or problem-solution cycle where the solution 

i tselt produces certain other problems. Sometimes, he 1s 

to think or to is ting a counter-problem to curb tbe problem 

at hand. 

Under the circumstances, the tactician will have to 

chalk out rigorous methodological strategy to reach the 

goal. A hypothetical problem-solution panorama can be 

10. Peace is a very abstract phenomenon tor the tactician. 
Though his main thrust 1s to establish peace, he remains 
satisfied it be can achieve at least the_stability at 
the1n1 tial stage or hiS etforts. 
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depicted through diagram as in the tollowinga 
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dow, a panoptic view of the diplo;:;.etic panoply (i.e. scha:ne of the stli'.tess3n) of' the 
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Tbe dgtailed 4g§cr1ption ot tbe traits 
and tgcbniguos ot the tactiqian 

1. Identit1cat1on ot the problem & 

The t1rs t technique which the tactician should 

adopt is to identity the nature ot the problem. The p~o

belm may ~e unilateral or bilateral or multilateral and 

various approaches be needed. 

2. ~lanning ' 

Identification ot the problem follows planning to 

solve it. Planning involves initiative. Because good or 

bad, nothing can.bappen in a vacuum. InitiatiYe inYolves 

calculated risks. Risks determine the perfect timing ot 

the initiative. And, perfect timing yieldS peeterred 

results. 

3. Patience 1 

Patience pays. Because patience il power. Patience 

and pragmatiSm go togetber. Tbe tactician must nurse steel 

nerves and be a man or mettle. Be cannot afford to be 

oblivious or yielding to obfuscation or being over powered 

by berserk episodes of international relations. Emotion -

he should kick out. Diplomacy 1s not a game or love. In 

the power game, the tactician should expect the unexpected 

and wait like a kingstork to bit the adversary with pertect 

aplomb. He can strike the iron only when it 1s hot. 
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• 
The diplomat must disgorge slips hod style and curb 

his nebulous tendency and circumlocution. !he propensity 

towards ribaldry and simulacrum might inhibit him in pro-

' jecting a pleasant personality and mellowness so necessary 

to serve his lnteres ts through at table understanding vi th 

other inveterate actors in the international arena. Being 

an. agile observer or the international phenomena, he 

should apply his own 1ntui tion and intelligence to acco

mmodate various other views and sbrug ott the fudging tacts. 

He must not be overvhelrneci by success nor everpowered by 

defeat. His victory dependS on being frugal to keep a 

cooJ and calculated mind. 

5. Adaptability and flexibility 1 

The diplomat 1S to adapt vi th any kind or environ

ment, favourable or unfavourable. He should give up obdu

racy and not to tob orr with the promise. He is an indefa

tigable modera~or ot multiterious interests without sacri

ficing his own. But on oacas ions, he will have ~o part 

with paets of hiS lnteres ts tor a greater cause. \\bile 

tis bing out interests, it 1s better it he does not need to 

tou~b the water. In the odyssey or diplomacy, he 1s a 

sentinel against himself being exposed to odious manners. 

Having armed with areadian nobility and intellectual prudery, 
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he must not indUlge in posing an areane and swaggering 

personality. Neither must he flirt with 'hackneyed expre

·ssion nor hyperbolic and balt-spoaen statement. He 

s bould be crystal clear in whatever be utters trom hiS 

mouth. Shrilly exeoriation ot the toe and trilly adorn-

ment ot tbe friend might a~~ount to a profligate waste or fla

vour and fragrance .ot his personality. Speaking tbe 

sonorous language, he can earn respect ~om the ally and 

the adversar7 alike. At times, an examplary character 

and consumate skiU or the statesman mi~ht purloin the show 

and even oon•ince the opponent that only the former can 

manage the situation. 

Chalking out tbe strategy ot quiet diplomacy, the 

tactician can neutralize tbe ignoramus and irrational 

opptnent through continuous campaigning ot his point of 

view. But be should neither overstlmate nor underestimate 

the adversary and sport a reasonable response to his moves 

and counter moves. Again, he should be extremely cautions 

so that his own position does not always become a reaction 

to whatever b1a adversary does. Even overreaction does 

not reap the expected result. It he considers that the 

ideas of the opponent pose serious threats to his interests 

and healthy frowth of multinatton~ understanding, he Just 

cannot bomb them out or existence. Ideas can be success

tully combatted only with better ideas, effectively 
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communicated. 11 

6. FriendS hip but not intimaCl 1 

In international relations friendShip matters. The 

tactician needS sympatbisers in support or a particular 

course ot action planned and propagated by him. But ho 

should bear in mind that self-interest 1s the only cement 

ot mutual understanding. When self-interest dissolves, 

friendShip disintegrates. or course, emergencies make 

strange trien&l 1n conformity with the adage• "Any port 

in a storm". 12 

Under no circun:stances the diplomat should try to 

develop intimate ~elationship with any other actors ot 

the international system. Because, the closer the contact 

the greater the triction. Friendship 1s desirable but 

intimacy 1s not feasible. Among nations or fundamentally 

varying interests and policies trouble ordinarily results. 

Friction and resentment are most likely to develop when 

the strength or various partners are grossly dispropor

tionate. Generally, partnership 1S a "poor ship to sail 

in, ani he travels fastest who travels alone. n13 The 

fewer the friends the decissive the decision and action. 

Besides this, it one tails to support hiS friend when 

11. Bailey, T.A. 1 "toe !rt of Dlnlomagxa Tb9 American 
§xperiertqc"J Appleton- centrug- crafts, New York, 
1968, p. a>?. 

12. Bailey, T.A. 1 ~t p.174. 
13. Bailey, T.A. a ~, p.176. 
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inconvenient, he can hardly expect support trom him when 

inconvenient. 

In the art or diplomatic aerobatics, the tactician 

should cultivate friendShip mostly with the powertul -

morally, politically, economically and mi~it~ily~ Because, 

a combination or weak tr1ends is or limited value. The 

wolf 1s never frightened by tbe nuraber of sheep. Anyway 

he should never share the misdeedS or bis allies and never 

twisting their arms that goes against building up of good-

v ill and cons tanoy. 

Apart from being allied with some or the selected 

units, he should generally treat all nations fairly tor 

he may one day need them as triendS. 'lhe friends of today 

are not all good, and the enemies of' today are not aU 

bad. The ties that bind can easily unwind, or course, 

as a policy or convenience, the statesman might seek friend

ship with the enemy or his enemy • 

. Again, b.e must remember that friendShip cannot be 

bought. Neither should be expect, gratitude rrom the 

recepients of his help. Gratitude 1s a word which can 

be round 1n the dictionary, but not 1n the human heart. 
' 

Oratitud$, like friendShip, is not only perishable but 

non·purchaseable. On the whole, neither tear nor love nor 

lavish handout but mutual respect 1s tbe most solid f'ounda-
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tion tor anp 1nternational relationship. 

1. Give-and-Take 1 

The state or international society 1s an interest 

bazar. Nations are operating and bargaining with each 

other in thiS bazar to realise more and more interests. 

The role or the tactician 1n this game is giving less and 

taking more through negotiation and persuation. But the 

rapacious and dodgy nature or the interest seekers 1S 

bound to be trouble some. So, the diplomat should not 

always give emphasis on the maxim# "No parmanent enemy 

no permanent triend but permanent interests". It might 

threaten the baJ.a.nce and stability or the system. The 

spirit or give-and-take (i.e. live and let live) would 

work. 

s. RealiSm a 

It is axiomatic that the diplomat is a realist. He 

cannot hobnob with the idea or what ought to be but what 

it is. He has to be parsimonious in evaluating the 

extent or a particula.r problem without any orejudice and 

predilection to achieve the preplanned output. Only 

perspicacity coupled with pract1cab1li ty would lead him 

towardS objectively. 

vJhile himself obeying the norms of international 

behaviour, if he finds others violating it, he is tree to 
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take ref"u.ge in purposeful fuzziness and ambiguitY'. It 

might invite a tremendous bear~ng upon the Qpponent•s giddi

ness and infringement or power. Even sometimes an agree

ment 1n principle may mean disagreement 1B practice to 

ha1lstring the opponent's backsliding. Because idealism 

and avangeltsm are not satisf'actory substitutes tor realism. 

"Never stand so high upon principle" • remarked Wins ton 

Churchill 1n 19021 "That 70u cannot lower it to suit the 

e ircums ta.nees • "14 That 1s , expediency 1s s oms times better 

that consistency. Prtnciplo frequently bows to expediency. 

Nations 1~.ke individuals, seldom can 1n the luxur7 or avoi

ding all compromise with the evil. Even may be that a tem

porary but tactical communion with the spottod culprit is 

necessary to hasten its destruction. Realism 1s right as 

power 1s might, 

9. NeutralitY a 

Neutrality is orten the best and sound policy. Rot 

getting involved in others' quarrels unnecessarily 1s a 

desirable rule. But neutrality does not necessarily mean 

that one should be a m~ek spectator or the world phenomena. 

Neither does it envisage a sneaky response or a complete 

14. Kay, ·Halle, ed. "Irrepressible Churoh~ll", 
p. EO. 

1966, 
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withdrawal trom the scene. Rather, it may be ·convenient 

policy not to meddle witb a conflict situatio~ wbicb cannot 

match hiS ability to tiddy up muddles. Even may be that 

be does not have any interest to extract trom tba develo

ping situation. May be be does not want to divet:t the 

national attention tram development to disaster. Or, 

may be that he is allied with all the warring nations or 

not, or with only one side, but wants them to tight and 

put himSelf to the respected position ot the peace maker. 

Or may be that neutrality 1s the reality tor him. 

But, walking the titbt rope or neutrality 1s a 

delicate task. Both sets or belligerents desire and often 

demand un-neutral neutrality 1n their favour, it not open 

participation in the war on their side. All too often 

they feel that if' the neutral country 1s not f'or them, it 

is against tbem. More so, it it is allied with one side 

with whom be bad entered into certain agreeme~ts earlier, 

it will have to honour all those commitments. or course, 

be may do it trom behind tbe scene which 1s again very 

-very risq. And when it 1s allied with the both and reels 

dift'1cult to satisty everyone, he has no other alternative 

lett except accepting the inevitable, or playing ott one 

belligerent against the other and converting itselt into 

a potential power at the expense ot their disaster. 
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Anyway, neutrality ceases to be a sound policy when 

events which a strong neutral bas the power to control 

are developing in such an ominous fashion as to creatlt 

a more disasterous situation than would result trom armed 

intervention. 

To the taot1c1an, n~1trality ts n~t less ability 

but a typical tool of pragmatic utility. 

10. GradualiSm s 

The tactician follows a 8 tep by s tap approach to 

reach the goal. He will have to Judge tbe merits and deme

rits ot each decision 1n aid or his caretully thought-out 

action. 'l'o him, the highway from decision to action is to 

be bridged by gradualiSm. Hasty handling ot the convoluted 

events ot international relations might engender pitfalls 

which 1s difficult tor him to accomodate. He can take a 

decision - apply it and observe i~ overall impact and the 

likely response trom the adversarY'. It the impact 1s not 

8 a tis factory be can part with that and t1•y for an eff'ecti'tte 

one. In scheming a diplomatic demarche, gr.1.dualism 1s the 

trus.*ed guide or the tactician in shaping a gradUated res

ponse to the constantly changing scenario of international 

politic~ tor achieving the result he likes most. 

A brick upon a brick makes a big b~ilding and there 

is hardly any exception to this process. 
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11. Maneuaverabilitg s 

The macbanism ot maneuaverability 1s a time honoured 

tool or the tactician. It is generallt portrayed as to 

embodY the ingredients ot ingrained unscrup~ov)$ness or 

the seasoned manager of international affairs. Manipula

tion 1s something which actually happens 1nv1s iblJ. Succe

ssfUl political manipulation 1s successtul deception. The 

concept of manipulation 1s intimately bound up with "power 

exercised deceptively against the putative will or its 

obJects. n15 The Oxford English Dictionary defines the 

relevant seme of "to manipulate" as meaning "to manage 

by de~terous contrivance or influence." Dab116 and 

Merton17 suggest that manipulation 1s 1nfluence.accoap-

11s bed by distorting or withholding information. 

But whatever mat be the notion or manipulation, 

the tactic ian makes use ot "manipJU,atiye pergy.atign" ~nly 

when "ratiQMl persuatio,g." tails to deliver the goods. 

The rill of events that lead to flagrant exerciSes ot power 

by other members ot the systtm makes tbe application or 

manipulation inevitable. It 1s a planned but somewhat 

15. 

17. 

Goodin, R.E. a "Manipu1atqrv PplitiQA", New Haven; 
Yale University Press, 1980, p.a. 

Dahl, R. i "MQdern PoliB:eal Analys 1.§", 3rd · ed. Englewood 
Clitts, N •. J •. a Prentice U, 1976, pp. 45-46. 

Marton, ·a. K.' a "Mass Pemuation", New York, Harper, 
1946, p.l86. 



desparate bid by the diplomat to set the a ys tem 1n order 

berore taking recourse to force. It involves a quiet 

warning to the opponents tba~ manipulation can be errecti

vely matched by manipulation. That efforts to boo~tnk 

others amount to a sneaky approach which 1s incongruous 

with tbe agreed and established norms or international 

behaviour. Hence, the diplomat will have to make reasons 

realistic and pretexts plausible 1n adopting tbe art or 

manipulation so that it does not arrect hiS prestige and 

position while it comes to light. 

At times, deliberate manipulation or events becomes 

an utmost necessity. It can be done only by a heavy weight 

statesman who can command respect and success tully convince 

the world that his scheme does not serve his interests only 

but simultaneously and essentially linked with world peace 

too. In the process, he can assuage the impression that 

certain unpalatable but ancillary elements cannot be driven 

as:Under trom the manipulator, tactics. 

!be elements of manipulation s 

Lzinga Lying is deliberate dissemination or untrue infor

mation. It is a spurious attempt to cajole public opinion 

in one's favour and to sully the notorious opponents so as 

to get an upper hand over the c1rcums tanees. It can be 

done through spreading or biased information (i.e. whiSpe

ring campaigns, rumours, rhetorics, eloauence etc.) and 
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1ntormation overloaded which throw public sentiments into 

the abyss or contusion and thereby relying on the inter

pretation given by the tactician bi~elt. It 1s said that 

the big lie is otten the eradible lie. While doing so 

he should be on guard to counter others. The "properest 

contradiction to a lie 1s another lie."18 In this connec

tion, it can be rightly said that sometimes diplomacy .1s 

what to say to not to do and what to do to not to say. 

An ancient proverb goes like thiS s it a diplomat says 

'yes', it means perhaps; it he says 'p~rhaps', it means 

'no• it he says •no' he 1s no diplomat. 

Besides this, success seems to sanctiby falshood 

which bank upon the short memory and the frenzied beha

viour or the public. 

Anyway, the statesman should see that truth applies 

most toroetully tn peacetime. But during an emergency Gr 

war even an honest man feels treer to deceive his opponent 

by every possible ruse. At the end or the T~bran converence 

ot 1943 with Stalin and Roosevelt, Winston Churchill remar

ked "In war time truth iS so precious that she should always 

be attended by bodyguard of-lies. nl9 

18. Swirt, Jonathan; I "!bit Att or fQliticf.&J. LYing" I 
works, ed. Thomas Roscoe, London, .PP· 402-a .. 
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But, the diplomat cannot atf'ord to be known as tbe 

chronic purveyor or lies. While occaaional lies may pay 

ott, the manipulation of' information as a sustained stra

tegy of poll tical rule is a tricky business. There is 

danger or being exposed and a more daunting prospect 1S 

that his cred1b111 ty will be compromise~ which would reduce 

his stature and tuture capacity~to influence others. 

Whether his reports are true or talse, they will always 

be suspect. This might happen even it there 1s no incon

trovertible proof or falsehood. Doubts are enough to 

undermine one•s credibility. Lying 1s good as long as it 

remains a hood. 

Secrecz • 

Whereas lying works by disseminating falsehoodS, 

the strategy of secrecy distorts the inf'ormational base 

ot decisions b; withholding true and relevant data. It 

also encourages the tactician to adopt traudalent practices 

in tapping adversary's secrets fUrtively and thereby taking 

advantage ot his problellll. Situational necessity makes 

him amoral. It moral scruples tail to cope with the inco

rrigible opponents, the tactician could rescind all contrac

tual obligations or international behaviour and operate 

with the most stringent and seductive means shrouded 1n 

m)'Stry. Henry Kissinger, the staunchest propagator ot 

mysterious operation holds that diplomacy flourishes through 
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secrecy. But getting into a butt and thereby adopting 

secretive approach by shunning the ver.acity all together 

would tell seriously upon the tactician. He will have 

to get everead7 to Jus tity hiS position it the secreta 

come to light at any point or time. Secrecy 18 the best 

policy it one can avoid to get caught, but the worst 

bloomer wb.en endS U1 naught. 

Blurt a 

Blutf' iS camouflaged duplicity. It is generally 

associated with treachery, trickery and the acts or guile. -

The tactician can toy with this idea in tailoring a thun

derous and equivocal response to the performances or a 

naughty and perfidious oppinent. That ts, bluff' counters 

tbe blurt. 

Usually, honesty 1s the best policy. But the diplomat 

can always try to engineer a bluff' it situation warrants 

it. Yet, it 1s c~tly_ to blutr. 20 A dec181on to bluff 

s bould be based on an impeccable judgement ot the situation 

and adroit reason1ng. A deliberate blurt blunts diplomatic 

effectiveness and beara the blunder only. 

20. Fisher, Roger; ' "Basic Wtgot~ating stratggya ~na-
tional cgnf1iat tor bog1nnirl' ; London; Allen e, 

he Penguin Press 1 1971, p. 109. 
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Threats 1 

It lies, secrecy and blutr can not produce tbe 

result, threats can be placed in the que.ueto take care or 

the opposition onslaught. Threat 1s warning to make others 

reel the intluence of somebody 1n manipulating events. 

Threats can be (a) insidious; and, . the (b) open vi tupe

rative trap. The former follows the latter according to 

tbe degrees or necessity and convonience. But having 

tailed to determine the actual interplay and polarization 

or forces and the exact timing or the exact threat might 

prove fatal and boomerang on the employer himself. 

Hence, the process or exerting influence through 

otters 1s nrar more condUcive to international peaee.than 

the process o.r exerting influence through threat". 21 In , 

such a case, otters and threats intermingle with each other 

in the net or manipulatory tactics. 

12. FOrce when necessarl s 

The use or force 1.9 the tinal course or action or 

the tactician. Since the peaceful preservation or co

relational interests needs to be based on systemic values, 

threats or ehallenges to them must be met with stringent 

and ultimately the violent means. The adoption of violent 

21. !l21d; p. 94. 
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means appear logical when all other normal methodS have 

tailed to work. Force 1s power and military, econ~1c, 

and psychological power are the teeth ot diplomacy. But 

roree should not find out its outlet 1n bullying and brow

beating others. The punts bment s bould fit the crime. 

Otherwise, the abuse or overween.1ng power eenerates un

easiness and outright fear it the diplomat keeps on aggran

dizing himself' at tbe expense of other partners of' the 

system. Rather, be may try to win over .the weak while 

applying force agai.ns t the culp.t:it, 1. e. make allowances 

tor the strengtb of weakness. The greater the power the 

greater the r.espons ibili ty to use 1 t responsibly. 22 

Normally, tor~e should not be allowed to take an 

unpredictable course. It should be set on motion to achieve 

tbe limited ob3ective and avoid massive retatiation which 

chokes ott alternatives. Ideally, the diplomat should not 

back his opponent into corner. Even a rat will tight 

when cornered, and burglars .seldom become murders it they 

are given a chance to flee. After the in1 t1al strike he 

even may encourage the opponent to real1se his mistakes and 

revise his dec is ions to fallback sooa tor the greater cause 

or international stability. Because, destroying aU 

prospects or a balance of' power 1s like des troytng the 

22. Bailey, T.&.; ~' p.l97. 
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balance or nature. 

But, if' the opponent m1s1nterpretes the tactician's 

eagerness to talk peace as self- defeating, the latter should 

organize world opinion and prove that there is no other 

alternative left but to tight the former out to set the 

system in order. 

turing the post war period, the victor should not 

relax rather discover newer avenues or cooperation with 

the vanguished. Because the concept or dictated peace 

will make the latter resenttul and tempt him to evolve the 

strategy or vengeance. The vexation or victory are really 

onerous. The establishment ot new bor izons or relations 

through persuasive techniques over the graveyard or un

wanted past would probably usher 1n a new era of mutual 

understanding and stability. It, too, might embody the 

ways and meams or airing the grievances tbrowgh ins ti tu

tional apparatuses of the sys tam without yielding to abnor-

mal methodS or operation and causing mutual des truetion. 

The proposed relaxed atmosphere 1s expected to 

conYince the vanquished that be 1s not being squeezed but 

being asked to be a responsible and honourable partner or 

a system based on mutual trust, respect and equality. 

Source 1S the foundation of force and force must :tollow its 

logical course. 
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Thus, the tactician 1s a safety valve 1n the comity or 
nations who ba$ ·· to make the impossible possible. He 1s 

the br~dge between different types or thoughts, eV'ents and 

people. He 18 the Judge of Judgements who extirpates noxious 

values and establishes noble ways or international under-

a tanding. But designing and applying the process ot under

a tanding 1s an uphill task which needS unflinching efforts 

and unswerving devotion. While various forces are at work, 

at tlmes, he adopts shrevdness and inscrutable means to 

guard his invulnerable pos 1tion aided by his invincible 

will. He emerges as the symbol of exquiSite workmanship 

and erudition. Being well verse 1n creative skill, the art 

ot organizing tools tor managing events, perceptiveness 

becomes his trusted guide to take a leading position 1n 

the international arena. the tactician statesman-diplomat 

makes use or all these qualities to solve the multi

dimensional problems arising out ot interaction among 

multinational actors or the international system. 

Because, his chief concern 1s to s-tain the systemic 

balance through mending the raptured relations or nations. 

To him, the very meaning or diplomacy 1s to es tablls b s ta

b1lity. In other way round, to achieve stability dipl-omacy 

is the first, though not the on11, 11ffe of defence tor him. 

Diplomacy 1S cheaper than fighting, for the cost or a war 



in one day 1S tar greater than that or entire diplomatic 

service tor one year. 

MOst probably, both Kautllya and Machiavelli bave 

talked ot the emergence or th1s type or a tactician 1n 

their schema. ThiS can be ascertained through a poignant 

analysis or their 8 trategies of the s tatecratt 1n the 

chapters wb1ch have been placed next 1n order or their 

illportanee. 
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Chapter II 

THE CONCERNS - CONCEPTS SINIBONIE AND 
A N:&l METHOOOLOGICAL INQUIRY 

In tbe preceding chapter, efforts were made to 

sketch the idol ot a. atetician with pragmatic pigmentation 

ot his integuments and intentions. It was gathered that 

historical cbronieoling of past experiences and ploughing 

the interstices or civilization would arm the pungent 

and pertervid diplomatist· with recondite allusions to 

brood the blueprint ot a bold and brave mechanism or poli

tical sotlon. 

But he was not sacrificed on the alter or hi.atory 

in toto. Since each ;eneration reinterprets his tory in the 

light or its own experience, he could calibrate the pr18time 

and pettifogging nature or details to escape burlesque 

acting and skia the oream thoughts precociously. He could 

still land in vacuous vacuum and show tangential tendencies 

lest he lackS the lascivious volition to filter tbe puerile 

and piddling ideas or his time from his actual line or 

action. 

Thus, the statesman becomes a gyrascope who is cons

tantly moving around ideas - past and present, 1n search 

of raw materials for the production or a practical policy 



to deal with ever changing human instincts and conf'licts. 

But 1n tb.is spade and shovel operation, he gets lost 

into nothingness easily and f'aila to prove his wonted 

sagacity and adroitness it he analyses and bandles events 

desultorily. He needs to be. thrifty to pl~y this game and 

have his own basic and solid standing, i.e. a conceptual 

and methodological foci 1n aid or his caretu.lly thought -

out results. 

Kautilya, Machiav~lli and tbe methodological dilemma 1 

Method 1s the mantle ot the political man. Met bod 

makes the statesman. The study of' methods is or l)ractical 

perf'orce to tbe master manager of' conflicts and inter

societal hullaballo. 

Kautilya and Machiavelli too, spared ~o efforts to 

sermonize on the 1mport~~oe of' the methodological knowledge 

ot tbe statesman to create an edge between teaterity and 

pus1llaniuity. The premises and postulates. as enunciated 

by them can be examined seriatim as in the f'ollowinga 

History s 

Both Kautilya and Machiavelli advocated hiStory as 

a formidable byphotbes~ to arrive at pragmatic decisions 

tor reasonable actions. It can be diseribed with accurate 

relish that the metho&s followed by other writers on pmlity 

before and during KautUya•s time was "primarily empirical 
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including observation, analys 1s and deduction. Kautilya 

ha,ing a quite modern outlook supplemented 1 t by a his to

r ical method - a method which has been recognized even by 

K.ar 1 Marx as the best." 1 

And, Machiavelli's preterence tor tbe b1.Stor1cal 

data in order to construct tbe po.~er complex 1S amply 

clear trom his arguments. He observes, " ••••• as tor 

intellectual training, the Prince should read hiStory, 

s tudy1ng the actions ot eminent men to see bow they con

ducted themselves during war and to diScover the reasons 

for their victories or their defeats, so that he can avoid 

the latter and imitate tbe former. Above all, he should 

read history so that he can do vhat the eminent men have 

done be tore him: taken as their model some historical figure 

who has been praised and honoured. n2 

Machiavelli looked back to the "past tor inspiration, 

but his method ot arriving at what he thought universally 

valid generalizations governing political behaviour entailed 

a comparison or the past with the present... He loved 

antithesis and generalization, be was intuitive rather than 

1. Mukherjee, Bharati: "Ka~_t1lya•s cor:to_ept -~t Qiplomacy_
• Nev_Intf!.rp_~e_tation~; llinerva Associates (Publications) 
Pvt. Ltd., Calcutta, 1976, p.1?• 

2. Machiavelli, N. : "The ~rinee". Tr~ Hy George Bull; 
Harmonds Woroth; Penguin, 1977, pp.89-90. 
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logical ••••• He would base hiS conclusions about the way 

Princes should govern not on abstract consideration but 

on analysts ot historical tact. n 3 

Human nature s 

HUman nature, it seems, remains the quintessence ot 

the KautUyan - Mechiavellian schema. Historians argue 

that Kautilya was shamelessly slighted by the Randa dynasty 

ot the Magadhan empire. Kautilya1 the begrudged brahmin 

ot strong determination and encyclopaedic knowledge, vowed 

to avenge the revenge without paying slightest attention 

to the modes or means of political mannerism. The treatment 

meted out to him by the Nandas probably convinced him about 

the hor~ors ot the human nature. 

Henee, his whole treatiSe on the s tatecrart echoes 

a promethean urge on tbe statesman to guard constantly 

ata1nst the dangerous 1ntn:-us1on or the pernicious human 

elements 1n the vicinity ot power. To him, the obserYa

tton and analysis or the human nature through spies 1s a 

regular phenomenon ot the art of' ruling. It ts this regu

lar checking of' the human nature that guarantees the "exis

tence" ot the "king". Tbe "better elements" are to be 

streamlined 1n consolidating hiS position. The "evil ones" 

are to be packed tor perdition. 

3. t214, IntrodUction by George Bull, pp.22-23. 
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TUrning to Machiavelli, he too, GrteW mining the 

treasures or hiS tory on the subJect and atter acute obser

vation and profound analysis or the general traits or the 

human nature, treated it on the same plane. 

Most men, Machiavelli observed and thought, put 

self interest f"irs t,. "Everyone • , he says in prologue to 

his play Clizia, "but most or all the young, benefits trom 

watching an old man's cupidity; a lover's frenzy; the 

tricks of" a servant; the greed or a sponger, tbe misery 

ot a poor man, the ambition or a rich .. one; the wiles or 

a harlot and what little trust ~an be put in .anyone. " 4 

He continues , J "One can make thiS generalization 

about men:·they are ungratetul, fickle, liars and decei

vers, they stnm danger and are greedy ror protitJ while 

you treat them well, they are yours. 'l'hey would s bed their 

blood for you, risj th8i~ property, their ~ives 1 their 

children, so long as •••• danger 1s remote. The bond of 

love 18 one which men, wretched creatures that they are, 

break wben it is to their advantage to do so; but rear 1s 

strengthened by a dread ot punishm~nt which 1s always 

etrective • .,s 

4. Quoted in Hale, H.R. ' "M!J.~b-~~!&!1.1 an~_~ana.t~sance 
Jt11.!1~' f ·The English Universities Press Ltd., LOndon, 
19611 p.lS. 

5. George Bulls ,lW, pp. 96-97. 
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Putting together tbe totality or the bnman nature 

ot an organized political unit, Machiavelli advises tbe 

statesman to make the people subservient to his clandes

tine but calculated strategy, to keep them·~~~ted and 

taitbtu.l tor the aggrandizement or b.1s power. Be views 1 

"When things are quiet, everyone dances attendance, every

one makes promises, . and everybody would die .tor him so long 

J as death is far orr. But 1n times or adversity, when the 

state bas need ot its ei tizens, there are tew to be round 

and thiS test or loyalty 1s all the more dangerous since 

it can be made only once. Therefore, a wise Prince must 

devise ways by which his citizens are always and in all 

circum tances dependent on him. and b1s authority; and tben 

they will always be faitbtu.l to him. "6 

But, thiS 1S not enough. He f'urther cautions the 

tactician not to be over enthusiastic to bring about poli

tical, economic and social retorms in his country. It, 

as viSualised, might not us her 1n a new era or glory tor 

him. Rather, it might well become the cause or large scale 

disgruntlement and make him the prey or public tu.ry. 

Added to it, it might carry the germs or total extinction 

ot the power structure which only gives him the name and 

tame. Because tba innovator makes enemies or all those 

6. !ll14, p. 71. 
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who prospered previously and onl7 lukewarm support :lS 

forthcoming trom those who would pr~ per under the nev pro

gramme. Their support 1S lukewarm partly trom tear ot 

their adversaries ••• and partly because ''men are generally 

incredulous, never rally trus t1ng nelt things unless they 

have tested them by exper1ence." 7 

Machiavelli even talks or the use ot torce and 

forgetting all sorts or intataation tor the populace, 1t 

neces~ary, to tame the frenzied and unpredictable human 

behaviour in achieving the targetted goal. 

He exhorts that the "populace is by nature tickle; 

it is easy to persuade them or som~thing, but difficult 

to confirm tbem in that persuation. Therefore, one should 

rightly arrange matters so that when they no longer believe 

they can be made to believe by torce."8 

The Means-Ends ehenomenozp 

The '4rtGMastra' or Kautilya and the 'pr~nce' ot 

Machiavelli illuminate more or less same views on bow to 

recruit what means to realise which ends and why? They 

have prescribed the most pragmatic programme tor using 

means and achieving endS. To them, one should proceed in 

degrees 1 it good means yields good endS, there is no need 

1. !W, p .. Sl. 

8. Ibid, p. 52. 
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to resort to abnormal manipulation or efents. But in case 

ot a reverse, they ask the statesman to be in his element-

the man who knows bow to play the political match. The 

means - fair or f'oul, depends on the exigency ot the situa

tion. not on the personal will or the statesman. 

Their concept or power implies that_the office or 

the rulers is an aggregate or the people whose welfare 1S 

an end in itself'. Political power 1s the means t)o attain 

such an end. The Kautilyan maxima in the welf'are of' the 

people lies the king's welfare, 1s indicative or his 

emphas1s in the equation of welfare Vs. power. 

Machiavelli too insists that a good ruler 1s one who 

achieves the good ot the people. According to him, it 

cannot be called prowess to "kill tell ow citizens, to 

betray friendS, to be treacherous, pitiless, 1rrlegious. 

These ways can win a Prince power but not glory. n9 

Morality a 

The expression 'morality' 1s very ambiguous and 

open to numerous and some times contradictory interpreta

tions. To the moral philosopher it may denote ·a "stan-

dard of right conduct which he believes to be ·the ultimate 

vnlid1 ty and on the bas is or which he makes moral judgements 

ot human behaviour. To the political or social scientist 

9. Ibid, p. sa. 
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1 t might cannote a code ot rules, or a set ot norms or 

assumptions concerning right conduct which obtain 1n the 

societt • • • • For the man 1n the street, morality genera-

117 means the sort or behaviour which conforms to the 

mores ot the society with vbicb he identities himsalt or 

perhaps the kind or behaviour which hiS conscience 

enjoins. nlO 

Moral! ty, it would seem, concerns tbe supposed 

existence or certain kind or obligations and rights which 

are extra- legal. "International moralityn, ,iheretore, 

refers to certain sorts ot "extra - legal obligations 

thought to be ineumbent upon the state in respect ot its 

international dealings and to the supposed legitimacy or 

certain sorts ot e~a - legal claims made by the state 

upon other states."11 

Coming back to Kautilya and Machiavelli, morality 

or h1gb values based on theological or maral standard bad 

no appeal to them. For them, values can come w 1 thin the 

range ot poli tice only sa data without posing any question 

about 'ought' or 'ought not'. Both Kautilya and Machiavelli 

are ot the opinion that each political or social m1111eu 

10. Stern, Geofterey• nMoral_~ ty and 1~tE>rnat_1gn!ll_OJ;"_der'' t 
in James Alan .1.4. ",!he B~_e.s or lll_t~national order .. 1 Oxford University Press, London, 1973, p.134. 

11. rud, p.134. 
I 
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demandS its own appropriate mode or behaviour. They are 

apt to pin-point the subtle ditterenee between the indi

vidual morality and the state morality. As tar as the 

state morality 1s concerned, they approve to cloak the 

essentially self' in teres ted policies 1n the language or 

moral rectitude. This subordination of ethics to politics 

tor the realization ot national interests can be described 

as unmoral or amoral. While in individual cases, it might 

be called an immoral act. 

Religion s 

Like morality, religion too, was considered by 

Kautilya and Machiavelli as an exploitative tool of poll

tical gains. Religion as such was not criticized by them. 

But religion and s tatecrart were found to be incompatable. 

To them~ religions were to 3udged 1n terms or their s octal 

etf'ects. That 1s why, they did not hesitate to advocate 

"shameless" methods and unscrupulous devices tor using 

popular superstitions and religious belieftJ. They have 

asked the statesman to be secular and unrel1gious 1 not 

anti-religious or irreligious. 

Kautilya and Machiavelli also advise the tactician 

to use the services ot astrologers, scxthsayers, horologists, 
/ 

rumour -mongers and spies as etrective method to reach the 

goal. 
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Kautilya, Machiavelli and the contemporarz methodologists 1 

The mecban18111s· or methods as developed, propagated 

and practised by Kautilya and Machiavelli have not received 

so much benignant treatment trom the contemporary writers, 

Rather, the present fabric of international relations 

bas been deluged with the constellation or theories or 

multi-purpose variety. These Maverick theoritician$ put 

forward the idea that the world 1n the nuclear age has 

taken the shape or a "global villase" because or tremen

dous scientific, induStrial and technological advancements 

and thereby reducing the communication gap between the 

interacting units or the international system. It, they 

argue, has occasioned a new era in the tapestry or diverse 

relationsbips which needS to be analysed and tackled by a 

new methodology. 

The murshrooming concepts on methodology have been 

described under the rulric ot various names. Th.e philoso

phy ot neorealism 1n international relations 1s being 

ascribed to Morgentnau. 12 The Morgentbau model 1s basically 

an embodiment or the realist tradition with some nw 

jargons. The names like Quincy Wr1ght13, George L1s'kal4, 

12. 

13. 

14. 

~org~nthan, Hans J. s ~Olitics ~ong_N~t;J.QDSJ Alfred A. 
ew "'ork, 3rd ed. , 1960. 

~:!g~~;k~i~~~.' "!~, __ t~_tu_~.Y _ _Q_f_ ~!lternat~Q~ ti~lations; 

Lisea, George 1 "__!f!~ernationa1 Equ~J..!b!JUIJ!l_ A _Theori.-
1;_l,Qal.. -~~Q.L_()ll. _tb, Politics · all.d Organlza tion or Secu
rit~l Cambridge, Mass, 19-57.-- - --· -·----··· ------- -- -· ·-·· -·-



Mortan A. Kaplan15 are being identified with the "Equili

brium and tbe System Theory." There are others who have 

repudiated this Theory. There are a lot ot other theories 

ot the recent origins the "Dec is ton - making Theory"; the 

"Game Theory"; tbe "Bargaining Theory"• the "Behavioural 
' 

Approach to powers"; the theory ot "Balance ot power in 

International Politics"; the theory ot "National Interest"; 

the theory or "No~alignment"; the theory of "collective 

Security"; the theory of "Disarmament and Arms Control" 

etc. etc. 

These plethora or theor 1es are said to . have been 

designed to order the disorder and to ensure the survival of 

the systemic behaviour in international politics. But in 

reality, most ot these theories are considered to be the 

representatives of the rigorous rigmarole and the sources 

ot supine energy. Ma.."ly ot the arguments enshrined in these 

theories are assumed to be based on modi.Sb abracadabra and 

brusque gobbledygook. They are too abstract to come out 

their theor1t1cal confinement. In tact, a host of contem

porary concepts on international interaction at•e fighting 

with each other for their CMn survival, not to talk ot 

contributing to the survival or the global order. Critics 

--
15. Kaplan, Morton A. 1 "§xstem and Proqes,g i:Q lnteroa

tJ.QDal PolJ.ti<a", Ha~ York, 1957. 
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argue tbat many or these new theories are nothing new but 

the recollection of the historical past under the garb 

or a new terminology. These drab definitions or methodo

logy and quackery bave inaugurated a new age ot termino

logical revolution but not theoritieal innovation. Ot 

course, quite a raw or them bave.created tremendous impact 

in termsor their applicability and to serve the situational 

necessity. 

'lhe cor;tcerns._:, concep.ts syndrome and the methodological choice 1 

It has been pointed out earlier that the methods of 

Kautilya and ht:sch1ave111 are cons 1dered to be "m,r.u:lbund" 

in our nuclear age. In their ehgraeter1st1c banter, the 

nuclear age wr 1 ters leave no stone unturn~d to throw unpa

lat~ble innuendos against them nnd use their name in 

pejorative parlance. Some16 even do not entertain the idea 

ot a comparative study bebleen K.autilya and Machiavelli. 

They refer to time lag ot about 2000 years (Kautilyas 4th 

century B. a. and Maohtavelli: 1500 A. D.) and enormous 

historical diversity between the two. They wonder, 1s Jt, 

not rutile to draw a strange linkage between the "crooked" 

and "conservative" Kautilya and the "secular" and "re.tormts t" 

16. Shankhdhar, M.M.· s "KautilJa and Machiavelli: A brief 
study or superficial similarities and profound diffe
rences", Organ1zet, New Delhi, June 29, 1980. 
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Machiavelli of modern Europe ? The various pillars or 

their methodS have also been treated serdonically. Their 

concepts on human nature have been the target or fUlmina

tion and harsh terms of opprobrium in the language or the 

later writers. It is argued that they have p~inted a 

very 11 frustrating picture" or the human nature. 

Kautilya and l~chiav·elll bave also been lampooned 

as rusty and tllddy-duddy because of' their "grtbgdoxioal 

iatgrpretatiQDI" ot morality and religion. The 'dangoro~ 

®ctr1QU11 on these two postulates are considered to have 

shunned all considerations tor sanctity and human values. 

Critics are peeved to see the difference between the 

"ruling moralitJ" and the "nubJ,ic; moralit(' which gives 

the people a factotum status 1n the Kaut1lyan-Mach1avell1an 

framework. 

The "shameless" use of' religion and popular supers

titions tor political purposes while asking the people to 

be rel1.gious is seemed to be treacherous. This double-

s te.ndarc.'!, it is held, closes all avenues of' reformation 

and modernization or the society. 

The adoption of the 11 vulger me•PI" of inc1d1ary 

approach and Wanton cruelty to ensure "~Jlg,gi!JL" at any 

cost 1s· spurned as the bug-bear of repression. The appli

cation of' large-scale espionage both internally and exter

nally 1s viwed as the worst infringement ot and encroach-
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ment upon the human freedom. It converts the human-will 

to the prisoner or the state-will. 

It 1S also maintained that both Kautilya and Machia

velli have talked of "torggd poagt," wher::e the smaller part

ners or a coalition of them must follow tbe modalities 

ot behaviour chalked out by the bigger-ones or a coalition 

ot them to ensure a peacetul operation or the inter-state 

system. But this bigger-smaller notion of national soverei

gnty 18 alien to modern traditioiVJ and cultures. Hence, 

these critics think1 tbe framework ot diplomatic operation 

constructed by Kautilya and Machiavelli remains as an 

embodiment of "QJ§toriga1 conJegt9res" to the modern mind. 

But, some or the historians, political theoriticians, 

academicians, politicians, statesmen and diplomatS some

times make some causal remarks on the "ya12.ditx" or their 

certain "aQJiQ&rQI." and are apt to aegragate the "inyalid 

SUlll." trom their concepts. While there are others who 

would like to take some ot their "c.qpcepts" as "rgltyant" 

leaving the "gpngerN" 81 n U:rgleyanj;" • Of course, thiS 

"yalid:invalid" or the "rQlAvant-U.relgyanj;" notion ot the 

"qongerns-goncepts" conundrums bave never been analysed 

by anyone in a theor1t1cal structure. 

Anyway, whatever may be the criticisms against the 

Kau tilyan-Machiavellian methodS , per funGtor y analysis or 



just a chatting note against them 1s bound to be misleading. 

It is not just the "ttme•a&" or the "~okectconserv;atS.!m.i" 

nature or Kautllya and the "sogular=ref'prmist" character 
. . 

or Machiavelli that can be considered enough to cancel a 

comparative study between tbe two. There are still the 

remnants ot their thoug~ts which haYe bearing upon our 

nuclear-age conceptions. There are still enough reasons 

to indulge in historical parallelism between the two. There 

are still operations who have pursued and are pursuring 

the n dgngerQllS 4Qgtr1nea gt pqw:er politics n and the n dQUble

standifd" with the mask or lip-service criticism or their 

methodS. Because, it 1S convenient to tollOii the method! 

by criticising the men behind their c~eatton. 

So, without being emotionally at;tacbed with the 

Kautilyan-Machiavell1an design~. or diplomacy, o~e has to 

Judge them in a proper and pragmatic perspective. There 

is no denying the tact that both Kautilya.and Machiavelli 

had a lot or bad experiences trom the prevailing social 

conditions or their times. Kautilya was harassed by the 

Handa dynasty and Machiavelli was banished by the 1-fedici. 

Both or them saw their dear motherland plunged in a cala

mitous 1nbroglio that precipitated cataclysmic upheavals. 

thereby shattering the social, political and economic 

stratas or the systemic make-up. It attracted the avari

cious foreigners and conquistadors to loot their aountry 
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and put them under their subJugation. Thus, Kautilya was 

"taced with the same need tor political unification 1n 

India after .Alexander's invasion tbat contronted Machiavelli 

in Italy atter Renaissance. nl? 

All these ineluctably disturbing e#ents provided 

tremendous tillip to their J·ingoistic attitudes and convin

ced them tor the construction or an operational system ot 

diplomacy on the ashes or the apalling turmoil. The syste

mic performance wou~d be to restore order, strength, stabi

lity and prosperity. Both or them supportad monarchical 

regimes, advocated expansionism, which means perpetual 

confilct and subordination or the weake.r. They also belie

ved that the state must expand or perish. The absolutist 

monarchical systems propqated by them in those days can 

be described as "strong goyernments" in our nuclear age. 

Since they were gpncernad with or4§r, st@ility AJld prospa

tl.t.!, so the P.Qflgepts ~ere designed in a manner that satis

fies the concerns most. For themt the concerns-concepts 

phenomenon was not merely an academic exercise. The progre

ssive 1dentifi.cation or theorr and practice was Just the 

practical necessity. Hence, the necessity for a "strong 

COVQtnm§Qt." Because only a politically, economically and 

militarily strong government can ensure success. Success 

means independanee, independance means confidence and 

confidence 1s power. The powertul statesman, according to 

17. MukherJee, Bharat1: llU..d, p. 97. 
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Kautilya and Machiavelli, can sacrifice morality, religion 

and adopt any means, it needS be, tor the greater sake or 

national interests and the preservation or the political 

power. Because, power gives strength, strength gives 

order, order gives sta~ility and stability gives prosperity. 

So, we have seen that both Kautilya and Machiave~l1 

are extremely pragmatic concerning relations or nations. 

We have also learnt that they developed their postulates 

out of sheer necessity to suit the needs or the time. Arter 

all, one has to be a "real~:§ t" while operating in the 

interplay of multi-national forces representing mult1ter1ous 

interests. Since the peacetu.l preservation or co-relational 

interes·ts needs to be ba:t ed on s ye temio values, threats or 

challenges to them must be met with stringent and ultima

tely the violent means. The adoption or violent means 

appears logical when all other normal methods have tailed 

to work. ThiS point of view epitomizes that even after 

a lot or outery for the so-called. democratization or the 

international system the present global set-up is dominated 

by the two super powers with their surrogates or allies or 

tr1ends constituting various sub-systems throughout tbe 

world~ That ist tb.e peaee:tul operation of the system would 

necessitate the leading partners on tbe one side and the 

consenting ones on the other. 
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And, the reality ot the s1 tuation 18 that the econo

mically, politically and militar1lly viable partners will 

have a b1ggett say in the system tban less viable or 

"abnq£maJ.1y yig.'Qla" units. 

An1Wa1, now an attempt can be made to devtae an 

updated version of tbe Kaut1ly~Mach1avelllan dictums or 
diplomacy 1n a hypothetical framework. By "l.IPda.ted Yetsiou", 

we mean the time-tested tools or their thou~bt.s on diplo

macy. The search is tor a new methodological !'caf'folding 

out or theirS which can be more operational in exploring 

a better and workable world order in this tens ion-ridden 

nuclear civilization. In so doing, greater emphas 18 would 

be given on the modes of diplomacy expounded by Kautilya 

in hiS "Artbasastra". Ot course, almost all the eomponents 

ot ""atur unavy" (modes or expediency) ot Kautilya have 

also been described by Machiavelli in hiS "Prince" though 

1n a different and scattered manner.; 

Here 1s that analytical-graphical exposition or the 

hypothetical system or order, stability and prosperity. 
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The whole diagram has been considered as an inter

national s.vstem. For the benefit .o~ analys 1st it h~ been 

divided into tour sub-systems (e.g. Sub-system 1; Sub-system 

2; Sub-system 3; and Sub-system 4) • The sub-s ys terns are 

constituted with various political units. The actors and 



operators of these.units may vary in their approach but 

their goal 1s same. They want to enhance their national 

power and prestige by acquiring more and more _political, 

economic, military and technological strength. While every

body 1s trying to realise the same goal, conflicts genera

lly occur. But if the system tails to absorb these confli

cts through its management mechanisms, they may blow out 

ot proportions and there remains the threat or the destruc

tion or the system itself'. 

Now, let us discuss the system 1n proper. (A) has 

been placed at the centre or the syst.m. The potentials ot 

political, economic, military and technological power or 

(A) allow it complete independence 1n dealing with other 

units and actors of' the various sub-systems. But this 

should not be misunderstood as an "A-centric" system. And 

here we depart from the core thoughts of' Kautilya and 

Machiavelli who have talked or the necessity or a "v1gi

g1shu" (Aggressor) or a ruthless "Pr1nge 11 based on f'orce. 

While (A} can re~ort to force only when the conflicts 

between two units or two groups or units threaten the 

systemic survival and order. Because, you cannot use 

f'orce so easily if you have enough stock of' it. Enormous 

power symbolizes enormour res pons 1 bil1 ty. 

AnJWay, sub-system-1 is consisted ot the unitsa 

(B), (C) and (D). Sub-system-2 bas four units; (B), (F), 



(G), and (H). Sub-system-a includes (I), (J), (K), (L), 

and (M), and, sub-system-4 has been constituted with 

(N), (O), (P), and (Q). In the sub-system-1, (B), and (C) 

are sm,all powers, but (D) 1S neutral. In the sub-system-2 

(E) 8£1Uals with (A) 1n strength or all variety, while (F) 

and (G) are weak: powers and (B) is neutral. In the sub

system-a, (I) 1S middle power, (J), (K), (L) play the 

role or surrogates and (I.f) 1s neutral. In the sub

system-4, (N) is equivalent to (A) and {E); wb.ile {0) and 

(P) acts as al~ies and (Q) is neutral. 

So we b.ave got a system where there are s t£ogg powers, 

Small powers, weak Eower~, ~iddle 9~ers, sattel! tes 1 

allies and the neutral powers. 

'fhe opera,iion ~t "t:he Sl!!t~IJ1 I 

It has been noted earlier that the goal or all the 

actors is self-aggrandizement 1n terms or power and pres

tige on the one hand and political, economic and m1li tar y 

gains on the other. But (A) is coneerned With order and 

espec~ responsible behaviour from other partners or the 

system. 

(A) thinks that only the peaceful preservation or co

relational interests would guarantee good returns for all 

the units. But (E) and (N) being equal to {A) think it 

otherwise. They consider (A) •s concern tor order and 
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stability is a smokescreen tor establishing its hegemony 

over the system, Hence, they start intriguing against (A) 

separately. Because botb (B) and (N') are Jealous ot each 

other. (E) thinks that sub-system-2 1S its own sphere 

or innuence and only it can take care or its order and 

stability. At a certain point ot time, (F) and (G) 

complain about (E)'s gross interference 1n their internal 

affairs and make fervent appeal to the other· units to 

come to their succour. The criticisms or others go 

unheeded by {E) and in the meantime (E) replaces the 

actors within (F) and (G) by the elements who are sympa

thetic towardS it. These measures or {E) are considered 

to be against the systemic norms and values by other 

actors or the system. 

Being encouraged (N) too starts to play the same 

game. (N) with the help or (0) and (P) tries to influence 

the policies or small powers like (B) and (C). First (B) 

and (C) do not accept (N)'s behaviour. But (C) being a 

smaller power than (B) finds it difficult to cope with 

the s 1 tua tion and succumbs to (N) • 

(B) having shared a common border with (C) reels 

its interests are threatened py (N). At the moment, (E) 

convinces (B) to join its camp and save itself trom 

foreign aggression. B does it. 
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Now, (E) being more confident goes out - captures 

the little powers like (J) , (K) an~ (L) and forces them 

to pla1 the role ot its ~attelites. (1) being a middle 

power thinks it dangerous and seekts (AI's help to fight 

out (E). (N) takes tha advantage of the developing situa

tion and makeS alliance with (I). A warlike atmosphere 

and tension9 prevaU throughout the system. All the neutral 

units like (D), (H), (M) and (Q) criticise the irresponsi

ble acts or (E), (I) and (N) • (A) reels seriously that the 

system might break up and prepares to take up measures to 

set the system in order. 

The yardSticks or order a 

- -§.lma s Sama is a general attitude or triendliness and 

persuationj tbe way or polite argument, or approach based 

on reason and interest. Kautilya recommended the applica

tion or this policy towards the wealt powers in order to 

obtain their loyalty and the strong power should observe 

thiS policy or conciliation by promise or protection or 

interests of tbe weak powers. In the same way, (A) ~arns 

both (E) and (N) to behave responsibly and not to interfere 

in the internal aff'airs of other powers. On the other 

hand, (A) tries to wean 8)1&1 (B), (C) and other small powers 

trom the eY11 intluence,~·ot (B) and (N) through. persuasive 

arguments. Neutrals like (D), (H), (M) and (Q) declare 

their f\ill support tor (A). But onl,y lukewarm response 
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is available trom (E), (N), (I) and other contl1ct1ng 

parties. Because, while some or them can understand (A) '.• 

sincerety, many hesitate to take (A) in fUll confidence. 

Small and weak powers tear tha replacement or domination 

ot (E) and (N) by the domination or (&). Yet, (A)'s initia

tives at least minimize the chances or various parties 

getting involvelJ into aetual conflict for the time 

being. It provides (A) the opportunity or trying the next 

tool. 

-So, it the policy ot Sama 1s successNl but cannot 

produce the desired errect in tull then Kautilyals advice -· 18 to tollow tho policy o:r dana. Nothing tor nothing 18 

the rule in diplomacy and for gaining an important object 

one should be prepared to pay som.eth1ng. 18 The word dana 

means gifts awarded in the shape ot wealth to avort tba 

tear caused b7 the enemy. It includes agreements invol

ving loss, limitation or interest, withdrawal, something 

advantageous to other parties in exchange tor gaining 

one's objects. 

(A) follows the same policy. (A) promises protec

tion or and help to (C) and advises (B) to come out or 
(E) •s influence. In the meantime, (A) gives all sorts ot 

18. 1Wt p. 37. 
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moral, political, economic and military assiStance to 

(I). All these measure.a make (E) desperate and being 

intrigued by the situation captures the neutral power (H). 

It provokes the neutral powers like (D), (M) and (Q) to 

rally around (A). But (N), though having believed the 

validity of (A) 1 S approach· . to a certain·.:extent, feels 

(E) •s increasing power is grossly improportionate to bis 

and forcibly occupies~ the neutral power (Q). It makes the 

situation more and more complex. And• (A) goes ahead to 

apply tbe third strategy. 

BtlE{da I --
It neither persuat1on nor compromise succeds then 

I I 
bheda 1S recommended. Bheda signifies the policy of' divide 

and rule. It 1s an important adJunct of diplomacy through 

which even a strong power can be brought under control. 

Kautilya points out that there are different means or 
s hawing needS or dissensions, e. g. by instigating anyone 

ot the neighbouring powers, a wild tribe, a sciot:l or enemy's 

family or the imprisoned or disgruntled elements. 

f . 
Bheda was an important :instrument tor an ancient 

conqueror and even to this day, it has not lost its vigour• 

The BritiSh Government was able to subJugate India tor more 

than two hundred years mainly by applying tb1s policy ot 
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bheda among different communi ties •19 

(A) does the sametbing. (A) alongwith (I) help the 

dissenting forces within (E), (G), (O), and (P). (D) 

and (M) also Join hands with (A), and (I). The Joint 

tront or (A), (I), (D) and (M) make use or large-scale espio

nage to create division a mong various pockets or popula

tion and inciting revolt against the central authority. 

The also create disorder in the internal administrations or 

(E), (N) and their respective spheres or influence by 

resorting to all sorts or abmormal methods. These tactics 

yield some post tive results. The actors wl thin (G) gets 

replaced by another set of' actors hostile to (E). (O) goes 

out or (N) 1 s control. This trend encourages (J), (K) and 

(L) to become tree from (E) •s domination. But if these 

things do not daav good sense on (E) and (N) , (A) and the 

front find no alternative but choose to adopt tbe fourth 

strategy, which according to Kautilya, is tbe last one. 

Qanda 1 

Danda means the show or force. Normal diplomacy 

includes a Judicious mixture or the first three methods. 

But it they fail, danda is to be applied. In all ages 

the application or physical toroe was undoubtedly regarded 

as tbe most effective means to bring the desired results 

19. ll2J.4, p. 38. 
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relating to inter-state relations. 

Danda actually 1S a diplomatic war, not an armed 

contest, rather a last resort before tbe actual commence

ment of' tightlng. Different modee of danp have been men

tioned by Kautllya. One is to capture the enemy in open 

tight, the second is to subdue him by treacherous warfare, 

the third is to strike him by planning a secret conspiracy 

and the last 1s to capture b1m during the eontusi,on caused 

bf the danger or immanent tall. 

Thus, it 1s not necessary to equate danda with war. 

There .are other ways or putting pres9.ul"e which may be 

equally etrective, e.g. in tbe period between two world 

w.'U'S, the word '!.NlaSiiSD' was 1n very common use to bring 

an· erring state to reason. Its most effective use was 

against Mussolini under the League of Nations. Other 

met~ods are blockade, boycott, refUsal of' right or passage 

etc. That means any way or creating pressure either phy

sically or economically or morally may be termed as danda.20 

The new f'ront ot (A), (D), (G), (I) and (O) tollow 

the same policy or danda as enunciated by Kautllya 1n his 

method. But it does not produce good returns. Finding no 

other way out, (A) and its allies adopt the titth strategy 

ot war. 

20. W,d, pp. ag-39. 
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War s -
(A) and its allies declare war against (E), (N), 

and tbeir aeoomplices. Wben the war breaks out, both. (E) 

and (N) make common cause against (A) and the eompany. 

(I) breaks its partnership with (N). Very soon, (J), (K) 

and (L) taU to the (A) group like ripe apples. (E), (N), 

and their triencts threaten to use such waapons that will 
' des troy the whole system. (A) and the party too, pose a 

counter threat or the same nature. 

Ultimately, (B), (N) and the company get defeated 

and the stab ill ty res:tored. 

But thiS becomes a forced stabllity or a forced 

peace. Both Kautilya aad Machiavelli and their discussion 

here. NorA, the forced stability is not a durable s tab1li ty. 

That 1s why, (A) and the group go forward to make use or 

the last tool ot order. 

Reconciliation and Moderation s 

Kautilya and Machiavelli do not prescribe any other 

means once the goal 1s achieved tbrough war. But the stabi

lity established throwgb war will not last long unless the 

apprehensions or the defeated party are removed by taking 

positive steps. So, (A) an~ the group is not overwhelmed 

by their success 1n the war. It can be mentioned here tbat 

they even did not want to choose war aJ the ultimate instru

ment or solution. Hence, (A) will not shun its earlier 



approach of conciliatory measures. 

Basically, (A) is concerned with order. (A) will 

try again to impress upon both (E), (N) . and the defeated 

party that war was not tbrus t upon them. It 1s because or 

their bad policies that the war broke out. But, there is 

still tbe possibility or establishing mutual goodWill and 

peacetul interaction upon the heap ot past mistakes. (A) 

will urge upon the defeated group to become the respo~ 

s ible partner and s bare independence, equality, stability 

and order with other units of the system. 1'b1s will usher 

in a new era or ecumenical understanding which 1s needed 

most tor the orderly operation or the s,vstem based on 

mutual trust and <ooperation. In this way, the Kautilyan

Machiavellian max~ on methodology can get acelimeatized 

w 1 th our modern norms. Kautilya and Machiavelli advised 

the Statesman to acquire more and more power at the expense 

ot others. But power 1s a relative phenomenon. One can be 

powertu.l if others are powerless. When the pawertul faces 

the similar pawertul, it b~comes a status-quo situation. 

Then power becomes useless. The same is the situation 1n 

the nuclearized world patterns of' today. It is said that 

the two superpowers the u.s., and the u.s.s.a. can kill 

the universe twenty times over. But they cannot use this 

means or massive destruction against each other since it 

includes the physical elimination of thea too. 

The nuclear war heads have been rendered unproductive 

and useless because ot their non-applicability. And the 
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non-applicability or the nuclear weapons redUces the 

chances or a show or force on the world scale. Even 

the talk or a "limited guglear wv" has been rightly 

termed-as "sheer madness." Under tbe circumstances• 

one 1s happy to see the present global trendS that the 

weapons. manufactured by man to kill his fellow men are 

themselves being destroyed through mutual talks which bas 

beet1 described as detente. 

Man makes mistakes and man remakes himself to 

respond to reason while he realizes his m1s takes. Be

cause, man is a rational animal. And the statesman iS a 

man. The statesman 1S the harbinger or ,\urmdinger methodS. 

He makes use of h18 methodS to build the bridge between 

different peoples 1 different traditions and different 

cultures. BiB methods lif't the humanity trom higgledy 

piggledy situation and lead to the growth and development 

ot human understanding and mutual cooperation of' all 

kindS. And, his prescription tor peaceful interaction 

ot man with man is the only and effective guarantor or 

order and stability or the global SY$tem. 



Chapter III 

COMPARE AND CONTRASTaiNTERNAL FACTORS VS. 
EXTERNAL FACTORS IN THE KAUTILYAN-MACHIAVELLIAN 

SE!TING VIZ-A-VIZ THE CCiiTEMPORARY INTEBNATIOHAL SYS!'EM 

Internal issues ot"' poll tical s ys tam reoonno1 tre 

the ground tor its external bahaviour. Similarly, exter

nal eYents beyond the system influence the operational 

o haracter ot the s 'fS temic framework. From the dawn ot 

o1v111zat1on, this internal-external linkage has always 

been recognized as a crucial determining factor in charac

terizing the atmosphere or the internal system and the 

international system. The mechanisms ot political manne

r ism put torvard by Kautilya and Machiavelli also retlect 

the same notions how internal and external developments 

coincide with each other and affect the decisional atti

tudes of the actors on the both pole. 

Since both Kautilya and Machiavelli were concerned 

with unification or and stability 1n their respective 

countries, the factors which swayed their minds most to 

achieve the said ends can be analysed here in the followings 

External phenomena 

Alexander's invasion ot India trom May 327 B.C. to 

May 324 B. c. and its impact inaugurated a new era ot realism 

and expediency in political policy. It brought India tor 
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the first time in contact with Furope and led to signi

ficant changes in the political• economic, social as well 

as ideological set up 1n India. It lett the Warrior 

tribes or the InduS river valley weakened and broken. Tbe 

monarchies and tribal republics of' the nortb-west were 

exhausted by their sanguinary conflicts with the invader 

and their power of' military res 1s tance was much curbed. 

Tbus 1 the invasion paved the way tor easy exten-

s ion ot Mauryan rule in the North-vest and fixed the 

political map ot the regions. This Macedonian episode 

also showed clearly that the emotional love ot indepen

dence was no match to the disciplined strength or a deter

mined conqueror. It also convinced the Indian regions 

that submission to a strong state within the country 

was the best protection against the reeurrence ot danger 

trom outside. It demonstrated, on the p-t or the Indian 

rulers, the need tor a bold and wiser political approach

both internal as well as in foreign relations. This 1s 

perhaps the motive that lies behind the strong, shrewd, 

clear cut diplomacy as we find in the Arthasastra.l 

It is also this Macedonian intervention 1n the 

Indian attairs that helped India all .in political unity 

f'or the first time under the Mauryas. In the pre-Mauryan 

1. MukherJee, Bharatia llU.d, p. 51. 



age, there was no centralized administration. Because 

pre-mechaniealaages lacked the means ot speedy communi

cation and quicij: transpl?rt between different and diStant 

parts ot a large empire. New5 would take months to travel 

trom Pamopanisus to Pataliputra. When Chandragupta 

Maurya's accession took place (320 B.C.), he was eontron

ted with the diStressing consequences or a· toreign inva• 

sion ot h1S country which led· to national depression and 

disorganization. History tells us that Chandragupta 

Maurya was the first Indian king who establiShed his rule 

over an extended India, an India greater than even British 

India, tbe boundaries .or which lay beyond the trontiers 

ot modern In41a along with the borders or Persia. Cbandra

gup ta was, again, the first of' the Indian rulers to lead 

India to political unification by his conquest, by joining 

up the valleys or the InduS and the land ot the Five Rivers 

w 1 th the eastern valleys · ot tbe Ganges and the Yamuna, as 

well as by uniting Northern India with the south, beyond 

the barriers of the .Vindhya.s, under the umbrella ot one 

paramount sovereign. 

But tbe secret t&!s lies behind this magnificent 

success ot tbe Mauryan emperor 1s the materialistic concep

tion of' policy or polity ot hiS Brahmin Premier, KautilYa. 

!be Macedon1an epoch tatluenced Kautilya's mind 1n 

such a big way that b1s immediate interest was bOW' to 



secure administrative centralization and the methodical 

and complete subordination ot all local autonomy and 

initiative to one CEiltralized monarchy. His outstanding 

genius saw danger 1n the numerous small tree states, 

kingships and republics. Centuries or warfare, which had 

led to political disintegration, therefore made Kautilya 

recommenl not only the normal methodS or diplomacy, follo

wing the traditional approach like strategy, tactics, 

militar7 engines, logistics or supply, political alliances 

etc. but also downright treachery, assasination, decption, 

appearement or the powerful, suppression or the weak, 

hypocrisy, bribery, economic exhaustion, lightening on

slaught, ruthlessness, vigilance, secrecy and readiness 

to take fearful risks including even that of self-sacrifice. 

The greater cause or the mother land i.e. political unifi

cation and the demand or contemporary time and situation 

compelled Kautilya to advocate such an unscrupulouil type 

or diplomacy. 2 Machiavelli too, raced the same situation 

1n Italy. A protracted war-like situation prevailed 1n 

and &round his country. Petty kingdoms quarreled with 

each other on trifling matters to establish their domina

ting role. Foreign powers, counting the dearth or inhe-

rent unity among the Italian a tates, made good use or the 

situation and played ott one against another in a syste-

2. 1JU.4, p. 55. 
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matte manner. All these things convinced Machiavelli to 

prescribe such a political t'orlllUla that could unite Italy 

and establish its glorious past under the hegemon1st1c 

control or supreme ruler. 

Internal phmomena a 

The internal conditions or India and Italy during 

Kautilya•s and Machiavelli's times were surprisingly 

similar. lfhe perenial internal turmoil and instability 

caused by social, political, economic and psychological 

Yar1ablea tremendously influenced the KautUyan-Mach1ave-

111an dictums of diplomatic rules. 

Social condition : 

When the !~uryan dynasty came to the tbrone, it was 

preceded by great political upheaval following Alexander's 

invasion or India. But, 1n spite ot that, in social condi

tion ot India almost remained the same. Kauttlya visuali

zed that a disciplined social order was a pre-requisite tor 

disciplined individual achievement. As an orthodox Brahmin 

be· could not reJect the authority or tbe Vedas or brush 

away the existing social order. He believed in the institu

tions and social ideas or his countrymen. That Kautilya 

kept close to tbe fundamentals or Indian tradition is seen 

from his categorical s tatuent that 1n order to be effec

tive and successful political power must command the support 

ot the sacerdotal power, beside having the sound advice ot 



experienced statesman at his disposal. But his ideas ot 

the traditional social order and hiS faith in the scrip

tures could not make him blind to the necessities and 

exigencies of the time. or course, be wished no revolu

tionary changes since he was tully aware that life could 

not be entirely divorced from the predominating social 

ideals. Rather, he wanted to add a new dimension to 

social life by making the king all poweri\1.1 as the protec

tor and guarantor of social phenomena. So, Kautilyan 

s oc1ety had a. different flavour trom the then Indian society 

characterized by piousness and morality. Himself a Brah

min, he advocated the withdrawal of the 1nmun1ty or the 

Brahmins· trom criminal penalty and capital punishment in 

case of treason; the auroh1t~ was not an element of soverei

gnty 1n Kautilya, though he was an important agent in the 

preservation of tb.e integrity or the state. Al'thasas tra 

did not make caste the pri1nary bas 1s filr classes although 

the society was based on JgPAru:ama. qhgma.. One prominent 

upper class 1s covered with specification or eas te by the 

dual term paura-1ananad~. The first · eomponen t means • utz

dKaller', the second 'inhabitaot pt th9 ~i§triot•. these 

wer9 not just any residents but propertied citizens wbo 

had a strong following lpresumably trom tribal splinters), 

enjoyed a special position with respect to the state and 

constituted public opinion. The opinion was not expressed 

by plebiscite or vote, ascertained by spies and provoca-
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teurs who served in a w a'f f'or the modern public opinion 

poll, mass observation and sample-survey techniques. 3 

From these instances, we can deduce that Kaut1lya 

tried to restratif'y Indian society on the basiS or econo

mic determinants, w1 tb the secular power standing at the 

apex, w i tb the monopoly of' p bys leal torce, w bile others , 

whatever may be their castes, must submit to this all

comprehensive and all-powerful regal pO\Iler. or course, 

no better maxims and principles can be thought or tor 

building an empire like that of' Chandragupta Maurya1 

wbo had to deal with so many communities, with differing 

social systems and religious make-up. His vast empire 

comprised the foreigners in the North-west and peoples 

in different stages of' social evolution, rrom aboriginal 

people, forest tribes and nomadS, to the cultured classes 

ot the Aryas, brought up under the Varna..flrama-dharma 

system within India proper. It was only a broad principle 

ot synthesis and comprehension which. could accommodate so 

many differences and such a large amount ot social and 

cultural diversity so as to reconcile them. 1n a composite 

whole and weld tbem together as parts a common political 

3. Kosambi, D. D. a An Iat£odllction to tbe .studv at Indian 
Hll,tQEY; Popular Book Depot, Bombay, 1956, p. 212. 



system. That iS the reason why Kautilya made his king 

Disv1Jaf& and the possessor or uncballengable power so 

that it would be possible tor him to introduce that prin

ciple ot synthes 1S and comprehension which would ensure 

complete cultural freedom to all conrnuni ties, respect 

their ditterences 1n language, custom and creed, and pro

tect all their rights, social, religious and linguistic, 

wbicb go to make tor communal harmony. 

Under the umbrella of one paramount king, society 

would attain cu+tural unity in the mid'!t of' diversity. If 

there were no such integrity and cohesion within society, 

1 t would not be possible tor the king to devote himself' 

fully to the increase or power or the kingdom, which accor

ding to Kautilya, should be the primary aim or a king. 

Thus, the aggrandizament or power at the cost or other 

units or tbe international system presupposes an integrated 

social system in the KautUyan tramevork of diplomacy. 

In Machiavelli's "Prince" too, a typical social 

system bas been cons true ted to suit its dem&'ldS tor power 

and more p011ror. In Maeh1a.vell1's own ermntry there was 

no order at all. Various social groups were vying with 

each other to eap ture t!la political power. The medici and 

the Soder1n1 comp1r1s1ng the _main and influential groups 

were at political loggerheads. The rusult was complete 

lawlessness and contusion. The situatiOn was ftirtber aggra-
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vated by the role played by the church in political bung

ling. The celessa1Stical authority wanted to remain the 

pivotal broker or tbe power game. The atmosphere was so 

surrocating that Machiavelli bad to t~i~ ot a workable 

alternative as we tind in the Prince. 

Though be was not so rigid like Kautilya to stra

tify various social classes and give political author1 ty 

to the noble class, he was not tree trom thiS notion in 

toto. In tact, in the ultimata analysis, bis power struc

ture were to consisted or those who were direct descen

dants Qt the existing power groups. But, like Kautilya, 

Machiavelli also separated the papal authority from the 

political antbority. Otherwise, tbe political authority 

cannot take dee 1s ions independently which is detroiemtal 

to social stability. 

For Machiavelli, it there is no social stability, 

the state 1s always vulnerable to roreign attaclm. But, 

a weak social fabric cannot produce a strong state. Hence, 

the need tor a stable social order under the supervision 

ot an all-powerf'ul "Prince" which will guarantee the glo

rious and prestigious existence ot the state and enhance 

tbe capacity to influence other actors or the international 

system. 



Political condition ' 

The political condition or the then India also 

served as an important internal element so as to atf'ect 

Mauryan diplomacy. A survey or the nature and scope or 

activities or the Mauryan state will shaw that it was 

largely a welfare state. ·It regarded itself' as the trustee 

of the population as a whole and tried to harmonise the . . 

conflicting interests of' its different classes. 4 

Kautilya, as we have seen earlier, was a firm belie

ver in kingship. To him, royalty vas ~he mainspring ot 

all national exertions tor common good. It was the embo

diment or the un1 ty ot the interests of the various sec-

tions of the community. Like many ot his predecessors, 

Kautilya was firm believer in royal paternalism. Kautilya's 

king was a benevolent despot - responsible only to himself', 

accountable to none, like the father in the management ot 

chUdren, guided only by his af'fect1ons. and the duties which 

affection implant 1n the paternal heart. But though not 

responsible to anyone, the klng could not become a despot 

because his own interests should be identified with that of 

hiS subJects. Kautilya gives to the welfare ot the citizens 

the first place in all considerations or policy; the good of 

the people and their sustained happiness were the main ends 

4. 
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tor tbe service or which he chalked out an alaborate admi

nistrative system. 

In diScussing the political role of the king, Kautilya 

says a "In the happiness of' his subJects lies hiS happiness; 

in their welfare, whatever pleases himself' shall not consi

der as good, but whatever pleases hiS subJects he shall 

consider as goodn.(l-19) (Arthasastra). 

Though the primary tunction or Kautilyan state was, 

no doubt, to impose danda through which treedom was res

trained, it was not that merely ot a policeman, but of a 

doetor and social reformer. The state played an ef'f'ectin 

part over a man's social, economic cultural, moral and even 

spiritual life as an integrated whole. It held the balance 

tor the interplay of' social forces, 1ntellec~al influences, 

economic mterpr1se and spiritual traditions. The tulf'U

ment or the material aims of lite vas the primary reason 

tor the existence or the state, and it was the dUty or the 

state to help the individual as much as possible, equitably 

and r a t1onally. 

The Kautilyan state subordinated moral principles 

and religious dictates to the political necessities or 1 ts 

own exiStence and to the welfare or the people. The state 

protected the consumer by preventing merchants trom corner

ing commodities and raising their prices, it regulated the 
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prices or articles, traders using unauthorized measures 

were punished, merchants selling adulterated goods were 

se•erely dealt w i tb. By cons true ting roads, ensuring the 

satety or tratfic, by constructing emporiums.., the state 

tried to help the traders and industrialists. The state 

financed irrigation works to help agriculture; if helped 

corruilun1ty project by granting tax exeJJption, materiala 

like timber and stone,were supplied tree to tbe vUlagers 

tor their works or public ut111 ty. 

The Mauryan state recognised its respons1b1li ty to 

the destitute and diseased. It offered doles to the 

orphans, the aged and the tnfirm, and also to poor women. 

It also supplied work to persons in temporary dif'fieulty. 

Persons were not allowed to embrace asceticism without 

providing tor their dependents. It took adequate measures 

against epidemics. When a famine br~e out, state ganaries 

were utilized for providing rel1et and seeds; and extra

taxation was imposed upon tbe rich to relieve tbe poor. 

i1oral welfare was also a concern tor the state. 

Gambling, drinking and prostitution were under rigorous 

control. Literature and education was encouraged. 

Thus the Mauryan state was reall)' a welfare state -

the triendt phUosopher and guide or tbe ~1t1ze~ tram their 

birth to death. All tbese activities of the state defini

tely presuppose or a full treasury. The state therefore, 

was keen in increasing its resources in various ways. One 
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such method was mixed economy. Another important source 

tor haVing additional resources was axpans ion or tbe king

dom. More expansion means more territory, mo~e inhabi

tants, more natural resources and more revenue. 

All in all, ~be obJect or the Kautilyan state was 

not merely policing. The.duty ot the political organiza

tion or life and property. It had a higher purpose, namely 

to help the individual tn his self-realization~ as as such 

it had to harp on a strong economic foundation. 'l'hus, the 

welfare nature ot the state ·imposed greater economic res- · 

ponsibility on the shoulder of the state which in turn bad 

to take recourse to aggrandizement and expansion to reple

nish the treasury as the main guiding pr inc1ple of inter

state relations. 

Now, coming back to Machiavelli, he also advocated 

tor a strong state under the guidance or a ruthless Prince. 

He too urged upon the Prince to take care or the welfare 

of the populace. He again subordinated the moral and reli

gious principles to the necessities or the state. But Machi

avelli was so fanatic about the definition ot power that he 

hardly talked or any role tor the individual within his 

political structure. Neither he discussed 1n detail the 

multifaceted activities or the state towardS its citizens. 

Though the Machiavellian state was, to a greater extent, 

a model or political order 1n comparison with tbe existing 

systems in the then Europe, 1 t emphas 1sed mainly on the 
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military might ot the state. For Machiavelli, it the state 

is powertu.l militarily, it can repulse any attack trom 

outside. It can also embark upon ambitious designs to 

exhaust the enemy politically economically and militarily 

and to foist its own hegemony over tbe international 

system, 

Economi• condition 1 

Before we diScuss the economic basis or Kautilyan 

diplomacy, it 1.8 necessary tor us to know the economic 

background against which tbe Mauryan empire arose. Magadha 

emerged 8$ the dominant Gangetic state. The eco\t,omic 

condition was unstable. 'l'here was tremendous "increase 

ot population on land newly cleared or rorest. The virtu

ally self-sufficient village sprouted here tor the first 

time as the basic un1 t or production which would later 

spread over and characterize the whole ot Ind1a. 115 This 

was the background against wbiob !-tagadhan empire arose. 

Prior to the rise ot the Mauryan empire, the Sa1sunages and 

the Nandas ot Magadba already ushered in some kind or state

influence 1n economic lite, as they already converted the 

mines and forests into royal domain. 6 

It was the Maurya.n dynasty that led to greater econo

mic concentration and state interference, both 1n agriculture, 

s. K.osamb1 1 D. D. : IW, p.l76. 
6. I.W, p. 202. 
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trade and induStry, tor the first time, as it was necessi

tated by time and circwas tances. 

The society 1n which the Arthasastra was written, 

was engaged in large-scale commodity prodUction and trade 

over long dis tanees. Tbe Macedonian invasion opened new 

trade routes be'bieen India, the Midd~e-East and Europe, and 

India became economically prosperous. 

With this background, when Chandragupta Maurya came 

to the throne, the main motive of" his Brahmin premier was 

bow to make state comprehensive in scope and catholic 1n 

spirit. He therefore, said, 'material gain' (Artha) alonG 

is the principal aim or morality, and the pleasures or the 

senses (i;ma) are rooted in material gain. 7 That 1s why 

in Arthasastra we tind that the whole economic pol1c7 was 

regulated and controlled by the state. It was the largest 

emplo7er or labour. The state had monopoly over all natural 

resources e.g. mines, forests etc. and treasure troves 

belonged to the state. In some profitable matters the state 

had a monopoly like slaughter houses, gambling houses, wines, 

prostitution, all metals f'rom the ore, to the finished arti

cles. The state possessed extensive erawn lands and the 

unciUtivated waste landS formed the property or the state. 

Fishing, terry1ng, and trading rights were owned by 

the state and there were state-owned industries. The state 

7. Kaut11Ya s Attbasutr& (1-7). 
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also entered the market as a trader. It had its own superin

tendent or commerce. The existence or modern mixed economy 

principles can be traced 1n the days of Kautilya. Private 

enterprises were allowed to run side by side but public 

traders were looked upon w 1 th susp1c1cm and were regarded 

as a thorn, a public ene•y Just short or a nat~onal calamity 

and taxed and tined heavily tor malpractices. The reason, 

perhaps, was that the king as the successor to chief'S of 

many different tribes, received great.revenues in kind trom 

harvested grain and local marmtacture. He had to convert 

a substantial part or these grains into commodities to pay 

the army and the bureaucracy. Casb payment was made to 

every otticial according to service rendered by him, inclu

ding the •1gb perist, heir apparent mother or the king and 

chief queen. Expenditure on this account was not negligible. 

Moreover, Cbandragupta bad a very ~ig army. Megasthenes 

reported that 400,000 men lay in single camp or Ohan(Jragupta. 

Tbts vast army also created a strain upon the economy tor 

1 ts maintenance. So there was the need or additional resour

ces. This necessity or additional resources was definitely 

another reason tor the expansionist tendency or Kautilyan 

diplomacy. 

Thus, tbe Mauryan political system was in its ends 

and tu.nc~ions, an economic system. Economic prosperity was 

its goal. Neither force nor fraud, therefore, was condemned. 

Force became the sole criterion or success. Fraud was rather 
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welcomed as a surer means or success since it smoothened 

all other obstacles. Militarism became the order of the day. 

Conquest expanded the realm of the kil1S and with conquests 

the King's coffers became tilled and tbe conqueror become 

more powertul and more autocratic. New territories, more 

numerous subjects, vast a.cquisiti~n or wealth, all made 

princes strong and unchallengable. Kautilya was completely 

aware or these as be was a believer in realism. Monarchy 

appeared to him as the most sui table form ot government to 

bring the political unity or the country which had been 

shattered by foreign invasions. He realised tully well 

that if the king bad a command over the purse, ~,Ud if he 

were economically self-sufficient then no other person or 

institution could challenge legal authority. Because economic 

power 1s the key to all othe.r types of' power. That 18 the 

reason why, with unique political insight and wisdom, he 

advocated those economic principles tor the Mauryan politi

cal system. With hiS supreme materialistic outlook, Kaut1lya 

understood that once financial independence was ensured, and 

a regular money supply guarnanteed, the king could rule by 

the sword, and the consolidation of empire would be possible. 

But, unlike KautUya, Machiavelli gave very little 

emphasis on the economic dimension. The Machiavellian state's 

main concern was military strength. or course, the· military 

dimension of power presupposes the economic variable without 

which nothing can be done. But except some causal references, 
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be did not discuss it in detail. 

Psychological variable 1 

Though the social, political and economic matters 

have a tremendous bearing upon the internal-external opera

tions, the psychological aspect has also got a lot or impor

tance in the Kautllyan-Mach1avell1an setting or diplomacy. 

The sixth century B.C., so remarkable in the intellec

tual and political his tory of the world, was no less so in 

the political history or India. While the roreign enemy 

(Persians and Greeks) was making headway in the boraer provin

ces or North-western India, strewn with local r9publ1as and 

tribal principalities, Indian life was simultaneously sub

jected to new torces and stresses trom within. A great social 

and intellectual upheaval was s baking the very foundations 

or social life 1n the home land or Eastern Ar yan-dom. Since 

the close or the ages or the Brahmanas and upaniShadS "the 

Brahmanic religion or sacritice bad become an anamoly, ••• 

men torgot 1 ts signiticance and meaning and 1 ts own rotaries 

doubted its etf1c1ency. Abstract epeculation came into 

being and men enquired into tbe root cause or tbe phenomenal 

world, itl diversities, the relations of men with nature 

and the causes that led to diversities in individual lite. 

The doctrine or KarM and or rebirth on metempsychosis accor

ding to good or evU actions 1n life gained ground. Pleasure 

in lite or its perpetuation with saer1f1ee lost its charms 
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and a hankering for self-realisation took place.8 Pessi

mism came to dominate all sections or Indian pb1losophya 

"The BuddhiSts harped on J&lskba and Samxega" while the 

orthodox systems had their enumeration of the lhkkhas. 9 

It favoured the growth or philosophical sects which i~ored 

the world ot realities, scoffed at domestic happiness, and 

emphasised on super social ideals.. The impact or thl.s 
I 

s oo1o-relig1ous upheaval was great. Hen antered the Sangha, 

women followed them. The husband l~ft the wite, the w1f'e 

torshook the protection ot the lord. "In short there dawned 

an agG in which humanity forgot the real end or· .lite, and 

yarned tor death and final d1ssolut1on.10 

But on excess or such rigoura had its reaction. New 

teachers appeared who inveighed against such undue abstinence. 

They interpreted human life in terms or man• a na~al desires, 

b18 social obJectives and higher spiritual aims. They 

pointed out the relative importance and the tmmediate connec

tion or the catur-varga e. g. Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa. 

Moksa vas the ultimate a1m or .lite, but it depended upon the 

fruition or desires, desires ethically considered and authe-

B. 

9. 

10. 

BanerJee, N.c. s Del'1PPment or H1n4l& Pgli~J and fol1t1c;a1 
~or11:11 Part I, Published by the author, uly, 1927, 
p. 256. 

BanerJee, N.C. I KaUtilXAJ An BIPOSiti~ o( bil sosia~ 
idoaJ. a.lid tipJ.1,1gaJ. tbeorx; Messers R~ambray and o. 
1927, p. 23~ 

~. p.24. 



tically regulated. At the close or this period, in the 

domain or politica, the Artbasastra school arose, which 

represented a strong current of 1ntellectualism directed 

towardS the solution ot man's s·ocial and ethical problems. 

It gave a decidedly higher place to the attainment ot.des1res 

in lite and 1nculeated the necessity ot acquisition ot 

material basis tor existence, its maintenance and continuance 

and increase. Some or the Arthasastra teachers neglected 

morality altogether and advocated the cause or a strong 

monarchy at the cost of' war and intrigue. They preached 

the realization or s overeigni ty by meam ot poll tical power, 

or diplomacy, by 1r.respons ible Princes, who scrupled not to 

use any means, however, dishonourable they were 1n the eyes 

or moral1s ts. The older idealism 1n poll tics passed a'Jiay 

and the concept of a strong centralised state on the bas 1s 

or strong military power came into exiStence. An age or 

moral irresponsibility dawned - materialism reawakened and 

the past ideals or pluralistic political diScipline van1shad 

ava-r. 

Against t~is psychological background Kaut1lya compo

sed his treatise. A5 an ardent follower or his predecessors, 

he lays supreme importance on ktba because Dharma and YmA, 

depelld on it tor tbeir fruition. K.autUya t as an extreme 

materialist, vas interested mainly 1n the socio-economic 

problems ot man. He followed the older traditions about the 

duties or rulers to their subjects and he conceded that 
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But he was bold enough to assert that dandaniti should form 

the basis or purusartha. He completely ignored the sacrdo

tal1s tic principles which we find 1n the Br~manas. To him, 

the precondition or righteousness was wealth. This was in 

complete harmony with prevailing attitudes and the outlook 

ot the individual members or the politioal system or which 

Kautilya was the ohiet spokesman. Mauryan pbl.1tical system 

which being tired or over-peos~ism aspired at a rejuve

nation and a re-orientation in tbe light or material world. 

As the individual attitude and outlook towar~ politics 

among the members ot the Maur yan political system was tre

mendously materialistic, it influenced Kautilyan diplomacy 

also and became unscrupulous and Machiavellian in nature 

1n order to begin a stage ot concentration under the leader

ship of a strong monarch. 

In Italy also Machiavelli faced the same s i tu.ation. 

People became psychologically exhausted with the prevailing 

situation 1n the th~n Italy. They abhored the ceaseless 

schism antong the political an<! religious groups. The involYe

ment of the religious authority in political squabbles made 

the people to forget the sacredness or the religion. They 

started paying more and more attention to material gains 

w hieh alone guaranteed surer living on eartb. '!he s h:Jrp 

decline or ethical standards generated a general atmosphere 
0 

ot pess 1m1sm which took to expediency as the best means to 
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achieve the best endl. Realism vas reigning over the public 

mood. Machiavelli took s took or the s 1 tua tion..:lli'J.d cons true

ted bis philosophy on such lines that will ensure material 

gains tor tbe public and which in tlarn will cement a ruth

less political structure under the supervision ot a strong 

and power tul. ruler. 

Kautllra, Machiavelli and the contemqorarl international 

sntua 

The contemporary international system is characterized 

by ditrerent values than the Kautilyan-Machiavellian ones. 

Both the Kautilyan-and Machiavelli were concerned with· 

the preservation of Kingdoms and Pr1nctedoms. Talking about 

· the Indian si tuat1on during Kautilya•s time Modelsltill 

says that the "basic unit or the than social structure 'fas 

the vUlage and that remained unchanged ror millenia. The 

stability or the village was conditional upon the stability 

ot the caste system, dominated by the Branmins". While 

in Macbiavelli•s Etlrope and in Italy particular the social 

customs had undergone sea change because or protracted 

unrest and political upheavals. But, emphasises Madeiki 

in a similar tone, both.Kautilya and Machiavelli had the 

same goal in their mind. They wanted social s tabili tJ at 

11. Modelski, George1 Kautilya : Foreign piltcy and Inter
national system inthe ancient Hindu world; A!nerican 
fpJ.itJ.gal Sg1eog~.-Rey1ft, 1964, p. 5£0. 
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the price or international instability and disorder. 

Now, coming to the earlier point, Kautilya and 

Machiavelli advocated a stable social structure because 

it enhanced the prospects tor eleYating national goals 

properly and smoothly in the international arena. 

Because, the domestic structure is ."decisive finally 1n 

the elaboration or positive goals". 12 

But, 1n comparison with the present world, they 

had neither the democratic system nor the socialist system 

nor numerous other systems as we see today. 'l'he systellic 

inputs and outputs differ drastically only because the 

systems are different. As we know that the present global 

set-up 1s almost dominated by two super powers - the u.s.·A. 
. . . 

and the U.s.s.R •• 

Otcourse, there are some influential intermediary 

groups who do not subscribe to their views. While the 

U.S.A calls tor a "fr:eg orld or<Jet", the U.S.S.R. propa

gates the concept .or "~j.g,list glQba,l sute.m". It is 

~}a cause the u. s. A. · has a " dtmoqr,atiq .&Qver nment" and the 

U.s.s.R. maintains "soc1aJ.1st pringiJ}J.sm" 1n its domestic 

structure. 
between 

The main differeno&' tba Kaut1lyan-Maeh1avellian and 

the contemporary international s ygtem 1s while the tormer 

12. Kissinger, H. A. : Ams;tr ter Fo£eiin Pol~ar: Ttgqe E§sau.; 
Published in·Ind1a by A •• Wheeler and o. Pvt. Ltd., 
Allahabad, p.l4. 
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represents outright rigicUty in terms of' llUtual interac

tion among nations the latter envisages a lot of flexibi

lity. As tor example, the American concerns tor "hyman 

r ightl" 1n the Soviet Union and t~e . S~viet concerns tor 

"imperialist" behaviour or the u.s.A. are sometimes given 

due considerations bY. tbe both tor the sake· ot peaeef'ul 

co;-existence. Even the super powers, 1n many cases, give 

due considerations to tbe smallest but sensitive issues 

ot the smallest powers 1n our time. Because, historical 

traditiorB, social values, economic system, adminiStrative 

structures, pattern or leadership, interest groups, the 

role or press and opposition groups, public opinion, scien

titic-induStrial-technological advancements etc. influence 

tremendously the foreign policy behaviour or a particular 

state unit ln our nuclear age. But Kautilya and Machia

velli were not inhibited by many ot these items. Hence, 

they talked or increased control over the domestic setting. 

But increased control over domes tic environment 1s "Rll.l'c:ba

i.ld"at the price or loss or flexibility in international 

attairs."13 Flexibility paves the way tor peace. Rigidity 

may realise the political goals tor the time being only 

at the cost or international stability. 

13. llad, p.l8. 



Chapter IV 

KAUTILYl, MACHIAVELLI AND THE NATURE OF 
STATF.SMANSHIP 

Historically, tbe concept of statesmanship has been 

dealt with differently by different writers 1n different 

contexts. We have already shed some light on the role 

played by the statesman in the complex inter~lay or inter

national relations in tb.e preceding chapters. Though 

efforts have been made to merge the statesman with the 

tactician and the diplomat, the statesman 1s still an 

extended man • The statesman 1s a man and a great man. 

The pol1 ticabn 1s hardly a statesman. But, the statesman 

may be a politician; he may be a tactician, an academician, 

a diplomat and what not. While the politician sees, the 

statesman rorsees; the politician realizes, the states

man visualizes; the politician perceives, the statesman 

prophesies. The politician is the shadow of his state 

that shades popular interests. The diplomat 1s the s hadaw 

ot his state that extends into an another state. And, 

the statesman 1s the shadow or historY, the history or 
. ' 

conscience, realism and ecumenism. His shadow extendS 

to all corners or the globe. The politician and the 

diplomat are the men or their states, the statesman is 
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the worldman. It the statesman is sun, the Politician 

1s Moon, and, the 41plomat, without the quality ot 

statesmanship, is a little Star in ttle firaament of the 

global system. 

The statesman symbolizes the acolyte and ambidex

tral image to attenuate the forces ot evil for the 

establishment ot righteousness on earth. The reeks or 
power cannot overpower hiS professional precocity. At 

times, his herculean propensity tor single-mindedness and 

unbending spokesmanship tor some essential tenchniquess 

and measures 1n an emergency are considered to be history's 

flukes later on. His is the work or supererogation. He 

rathoms ideas that cut across generational gaps. That 

is why, it 1s said while the poll tic ian thinks ot next 

elections' the statesman thinks or next generations. 

Sometimes, he is misunderstood. Because, relying 

on his own 1ntu1 t1 ve power t he can torecas t the possible 

consequences ot particular policies which may not be 

acceptable to the ruling communities. Be is the barometer 

ot events. Hence, he has to take an apparently unpalatable 

decision against the wishes ot many others tor the greater 

sake or international peace and soliderity. It 1s only 

when hiS intuition becomes experience that tbe peoples 

start deltitying or lionis1ng him which he himself may 

not prefer. 
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Anyway, now an attempt can be made to analyse the 

role or the Kautilyan-Maeb1avellian statesman in the light 

ot our times under the following headings 1 

~eoeol1 tics a 

Tbe knowledge ot geopolitics iS an essential and 

primary pre-requisite or statesmanship. The dictates or 

geography on political deciSions is Just unavoidable. 

The geo-political position or the country which he belongs 

to and 1 ts raper cuss ions vis-a-vis the other geo-political 

situations throughout the world would tell upon the 

method the statesman bas to adopt. 

Consequently, the statecraft or Kautilya and !.fa.chia

velli has been rounded on force which was the sheer 

necessity or the geo-political contexts obtaining in the 

then India and Italy. The destruction or India by the 

Alexandrian invasion and Italy by the marauding French 

opened up new geopolitical frontiers both in and around~ 

India and Italy. A psychological cyclone was sweeping 

tbrougbt the then India and Italy 1n favour or the un1t1ed 

command or a supreme ruler. It was t'elt that a politically, 

economically and mU1 tar illy strong state under this uneha

llengable leader would adequately deal with tore1gn on

slaughts and consolidate internal unity so nec~~sary tor 

stability and material prosperity. 

Hence, both Ka.utUya and Machiavelli have ~med their 
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. 
statesman with enormous amount or power and grand strate-

gies to realise the aforesaid goals. 

The statesman must have the complete conceptions 

about the strategic locations ot hiS country, his opponents 

and friends altogether and pursue policies in that manner. 

The strategy or power-drive seems to be .the crucial 

gurantor of' peace in the Kautilyan-Machiavellian frame

work. The Kautilyan king and the Machiavellian Prince 

have been advised to make the state strong by adopting 

all strategies which wUl purchase prestige and interna

tional recognition. To achieve thiS end, they have even 

suggested tbe destruction of' the weak powers by the strong 

state tor the consolidation Qt its own existence. 

Because, an individUal may sutter martyrdom tor the 

sake of' hiS f'aitb, but a state cannot and must not make 

such sacrifices, f'or it is the trustee of' the generations 

to come. The action of government is often determined by 

considerations or a biological rather than a moral order; 

and the supreme obligation of' the state to survive, may 

involve strategies which an individual might f'eel bound 

on ethical grounds to reJect. Here 1s the difference 

between public and private morality which a~cording to 

Kautilya and Machiavelli cannot be ignored. Supreme 

emergencies call tor exceptional methods. Gooch, suppor

ting this notion, quotes Cavour who, while placing Italy 
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on the map or EUrope once said, "what rascals we should 

be it we did tor ourselves what we do tor our country. nl 

International polit1cal1 economic2 milit~y and technolo
&ical situations 1 

The statesman needS to acquire the knowledge about 

the totality or the nature or the international atmosphere. 

The conceptions about the political, economic, mili~ary 

and technological potentials or the friends and adver• 

saries alike viz-a-viz his own country 1s or utmost impor

tance tor an effective decision-mating and policy-pursuing 

process. 

' Kautilya and Machiavelli too, have urged upon their 

strongmen to be adept 1n this art through the institution 

ot espionage. They hold that the spies should collect all 

informations regarding the political, economic and mili

tary positions of other actors on the international scene. 

These informations become the mirror or tbe statesman 

through which he can identity the friendly and hostile 

nature or the CO\Ultr1es. Accordingly, they become b1S 

gUide to frame policies or hostility and cordiality as 

the situationsarise. 

1. Gooch, G.P. : "fR11t1QI gpd Morale"; p.l8. 
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Style 1s the states man. The states man must adopt 

his own styles to deal with the intricacies or interna

tional interaction. He should be eveready to race excep

tional circumstances as they arise without premonitary 

wortdng out or both peace and crisis situations, He must 

nurse his own ways of' smiling, hand-s hakin~, nodding, 

nudging, probing, proving and disapproving. His laconic 

nature and stylized ur))anity would land him in his desired 

destination. Overindulgence in cuckoo1ng and cosseting 

might result in vestigial blight. Paddle gossip, plagia

rism _ and malapropismis would seriously tell upon his 

prof'ess 1onal zeal. Fu.nking and mind-~ggling must be 

shunned. The statesman should cultivate personal friend

ships with innuential and powertul people in his own 

country and other outside countries which would enhance 

the qualities or statesmanship. .Friendship and statesman

ship are inseparable trom eaeb other. Toying with obsti

nacy, blackmailing and intestine partisanship can hardly 

compromise with the qualities or statesmanship. 

Anyway, the statesman 1s a man or management. And, 

both Kautllya and Machiavelli have specially emphasised 

on the issue or crisis-management. As it the control ot 

the crisis-situations is the crucial criterion ot states

manship. But, it personal tul.tUment as a "statesman is 

only to be tound in crisis, then a thrust tor the speeta-
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cular, and an instinct to dramatize rather than to pacify 

and conciliate, could well ~inish by .turning diplomacy 

into something gladiatorial."2 

Kautilya and Machiavelli are or the opinion that 

the statesman must have a pre-determined course of .action 

to reach the desired eands. Realism has been the chief 

yardstick 1n the Kautilyan-Machiavellian scheme tor the 

statesman. To them, there 11 endemic risk in the "advan

tage of suppleness". They could not think of a peripatetic 

negotiator ... statesman tor the resolution of conflicts and 

the realization ot peace which is the urgent need or our 

time. The nub of the questio.n in Kautilya and l4ach1avelli 

is that the statesman must be brilliantly endowed with 

chill logic of force. He must be ebullient and must shun 

druidical manners to deal with the topsy-turvy atmosphere 

in international intercourse. 

It seems that theirs is an ego-centric statesman 

for whom nagging suppicion is the reliable tool of b~gai

ning and negotating in the market-place or diplomacy. As 

tar as the style 1s concerned, the intractable statesm.m 
1!0 

1n Kautilya and Machiavelli knowsAfriendship, humanity 

and sincerity. 

2. Jackson, Geottl!~y Sir ' ''Cons2.ts1f{ Dipl.omas~a; The Am]2a-
ssodgr's Role in tbe World Toaat ; Kamish ilton, 
London, 1981, p.26. . 
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Cultural and Human aspects a 

The statesman also should take into .account the 

existence ot dominant cultural torces throughout the 

world and try to elicit their supports 1n the tultUment 

ot hiS designs. He alone cannot make it so easily. He 

should merge his personality with different other cultural 

groups or the humanity. It eases the process ot his diplo-

matic operation. People all over the world look towards 

him tor the salvation trom the yoke or pains or all 

kinds. 

And, it is axiomatic that supre.e emergencies call 

tor exceptional methods. But, there arises some s1 tuations 

when the statesman bas to make sacrifices which cements 

peaceful co-existence or the international community. 

Untortunately, Kautilyan and Machiavellian rulers pay no 

attenticm to these aspects of international life. 

It 1s true that precepts or rigid a1: truism cannot 

be observed 1n politics. It is no less true that polities 

is the art 1n which sense or unity and proportion are the 

greatest importance. 3 Internally also coercion s·eems to 

be the cornerstone or the Kautilyan-Machiavellian ruling. 

Ot course, they have armed their strongmen with a lot or 

virtues 1 that they should be loved by their sub3ects and 

round themselves on popular favour and goodwill; that they 

3. Rao, K. V. M. 1 "Studies in Kay:t;i;J.x:a"; Muns hi Ram Monohar
lal - Oriental Booksellers t Delhi, 1958, p.l02. 
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should be always on guard against all vices, that they 

should be apparently religious; and, ~hat they should 

maintain state's lite and independence. In return, the 

people would be ensured material prosperity. There is 

no question or public freedom and the change or government 

through popular wUl. Anywa;, there are· historical rea

sons tor their adVocacy tor such views which have been 

analysed earlier. 

Statesman Supersonic a 

All 1n all, most or the KautUyan-Machiavellian 

ideas on the nature or statesmanship seem to have become 

the seamy sides or international relations in our nuclear 

age. These mentors or diplomatic feint could think 

nothing more than a scheming statesman. Hence, Kautilya 

and Machiavelli had armed their king and Prince with so 

much rigidities or power that they could hardly go beyond 

the boundaries or their state interests. For them1 power 

is an amorous adventure or the statesman. Power 1s the 

principal guarantor or peace. In their smugness, they 

round nothing wrong 1n the systematic destruction ot the 

human cattle tor the purpose or bois ting the supremacy or 
the powertul statesman. The quixotic nature or the states

man is out or their scheme. They have taUed to portray 

tbe statesman supersonic. The elements or stage .. craft 

than statecraft seem to have round strong appeal 1n their 
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framework. The power-hungry statesman 1n Kautilya and 

Machiavelli is ·conservative. He cannot bear tbe complex 

responsibilities ot our nuclear age. 

Tb.e nuclear-age statesman wUl have to be grega

rious 1n determining the destiny or the international 

system. He will have to use the sinuosities or power with 

extensive care. He 1s shrewd and scheming when necessary. 

Again, be 1s benevolent and i.tmoouous it necessary. He 

is not trapped by the power-net. He just cannot bully 

the weak ror hoisting his hegemony over it. Because, inter

national law and treaties· would come 1n his ways tor such 

operations. Even a cohort or weak powers can overpower 

hiS ingenuine schemes w1 th international conscience on their 

side. Trepidation, obstinacy and a simple blEUmey tone 

are not the elements to make the skeleton or the space-age 

statesman. Though ultimately he takes retuge 1n his own 

intuition to serve his awn national interests, he cannot 

use his unchallengable torce against other actors who are 

playing the same game. In war or interests, he chooses 

peacetul negotiations rather than useless confrontations. 

He knows that confrontation confers nothing ettect1ve. 

Rather, it closes all frontiers ot international coope

ration so necessary tor peace, friendship and cordial 

human relations. 

The Kaut1lyan-Maohiavell1an statesman is engrossed 
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1n particulariStic issues whi~e the nuclear-age statesman 

must have a universal outlook. The latter takes stock or 

the whole international climate be tore be starts his ope

ration. His world v1ev makes him a statesman supersonic. 

For him, statesmanship and stability go together. 

But whatever may be the raul ts 1n the KautUyan

Machiavellian scheme, the smack ot realism and professional 

precocity and abrasiveness in tb.eir statesman to handle 

the to-·:.1ngs and tro-· .. ings or international currents have 

not lost their supreme importance even today. 



Chapter V 

DIPLOMACY .AND INTELLIGENCB:REFLECTIONS ON 
THE KAUTILYAN~ACHIA.VELLIAN FRAMEWORK 

From the earliest antiquity, too use of' cryptology 

or intelligence 1n increasing national interests is viewed 

and valued as one ot tbl most important ingredients ot 

the policy-planning process. Intelligence, as an enor-

mously helptul tool, acts as high-powered medicine to 

tau ten the slack spirits ot tbe s trategls ts-s tatesman 

while operating 1n the "mac hoc his tic and unwholesome" 

atmosphere of' the international system. 

The guide of' intelligence purveys a solid and sound 

ground work tor b1m to manufacture the sophisticated super

structure of' his diplomatic behaviour. Intelligence 1s 

the mirror or the diplomat through which he looks the outer 

world. It makes the diplomat crisp and confident and 

equips him with calculative qualities. 

It too, enables him to shun dilettante attitudes 

and excogitate well-thought-out programmes or political 

action tor the realisation or pre-planned results. It 

again, enhances his reasoning capacity and zooms his procli

vity towards pep planning, doubtless designing and derring

do and demonstrative dexterity tor decision-making. 
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Intereretations of Intelligence 1 

Sinee the role of intelligence 1n shaping policies 

is so rewarding, it is inoti.rnbent upon us to untold its 

true nature and exact meaning. Thayer observes 1 "In the 

broadest sense, intelligence 18 any kind of information, 

but it usually means the information a statesman would 

lie to have 1n making dec is ions on policy or a general 

1n planning his campaign. n1 

R.S.Cline, a former Deputy Director of the Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA) has said that intelligence 1s 

"intended to assist pol'icy and operational officers 1n 

making decisions. The term intelligence has several mea

nings. In its narrowest context, intelligence is simply 

inf'ormation. It can be collected 1n some clandestine 

manner, that is, secretly and often at personal rislf.: 

because the facts sought are being deliberately withheld. 

In a broader sense, intelligence on foreign afbirs includes 

such categories as press reports, foreign radio broadcasts, 

foreign publications, and 1n tbe government - reports from 

out foreign service officers and military attaches. 112 

Seeking a definition, a Hoover Commission task Force Sur

vey1ng the American intelligence community 1n 1955 arrived 

1. 
2. 

Thayer, Charles w. 1 "Diplomat", p.161. 

Cline, R. s. 1 "S~t!p ts ts pies and Scbol§ars . ~lYtPriot ot 
tbl·easent1a1 C%; Wa b1ngton, D.C.Aeropolis, 19761 
p. 7. 
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at the followings 

''Intelligence deals wi tb all the things wbicb should 

be Jmown 1n advance of 1n1 tiatlng a course of action. "3 

According to. the Dictionary of the United States 

Terms tor Joint Usg1 a "Intelligence - the product resul

t1:ng from the collection, evaluation, analysis, integra

tion, and interpretation or all aYailable information which 

concerns one or more aspects or foreign nations or ot 

areas of operations and which is ilnmediately or potentially 

significant to plann1ng."4 

Anyway, intelligence process is a dynamic and inter

acting process involving the associatian or a lot or men, 

materials, metals and machines. In tb.a simplest possible 

interpretation, intelligence 1s gathering information tor 

furthering interests. 

Kautilya, Machiavelli and the need or Intelligence s 

Now, coming back to Kautilya and Machiavelli, the 

application of intelligence seems to bave been considered 

by them as a cementing factor tor consolidation or tte 

political structure. And, the consolidation or the base 

and tbe structure or tte system can be guaranteed only 

a. 

4. 

Quoted 1n Ransom, a. H. ' "Cs!fttral IntQll,icen;e ancJ 
National Sq;~rityn, Harvardniversity Press, Cambridge 
Massachssets, 1958 1 p. 6. 
!lWi, p. 7. 
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through the enhancement and preservation or policy goals. 

In tum, the enhancement or national objectives can be 

ensured by the institution or a ubiquitious intelligence 

network. 

Well, it can be men t1oned here that Machiavelli 
' 

has hardly talked about any worth analysing aspects ot 

intelligence. Hance, the emphasis 1s being given on the 

Kautilyan views. 

Kautilya, Intelligence and the Internal Administration ' 

Kautilya made clear-cut distinction between the 

systems or internal intelligence and external intelligence. 

To him, internal intelligence keeps the statesman abreast 

with on-going events throughout the system which intum 

helps b1m to frame sucb policies that cements systemic 

stability. Because, internal stability is conditional 

upon the confident behaviour or tbe statesman in the 

international arena. Kautilya believed that internal sta

bility and international stability cannot be separated 

from each other. He thinks that it the internal system 

is diseased with disorders, it can rarely contribute 

to the international order. That is why, the Kautilyan 

system needed an extensive espionage programme to satisfy 

the above said goals. In Kautilya•s time, the means ot 
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communication were not developed. The existence of' mobile 

diplomats like ours was out of' question. Peregrination 

trom one part or a kingdom to other parts took a rev 

months. Hence percolaticn of' current news and correct 

information about public opinion, about internal adminis

tration and about foreign pillitical systems had a distur

bing impact on the process or ettloressence of an effective 

policy. It the ruling authority could not correctly Judge 

the ef'feets of' policy on intra-societal and extra-societal 

environments, and failed to grasp the demands of' various 

sections o_t tba domestic society, he could neither be expe

cted to regulate the machinery or the political system 

properly nor to try to shape the policy in such a way so 

as to enhance the veltare or the people as well as to 

safeguard tbo system from outside attack. 

Herein lies the necessity or spies who collected 

informations from dif'f'erent parts or the kingdom. and 

submitted them to the proper authority. The necessity was 

specially intense because ot vastness of' the Maurayan 

Empire that ex tended trom the borders or Persia to the 

south or Mysore. This is because or this reason why Kau

t1lya envisaged a well-knit system of espionage both tor 

home as well as for rore1gn purposes. lit lists various 

gueses in which tbe s;1es and secret agents· are to appear. 
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They are 1 

(1) a fraudulent disciple; 

(2) a reeluse; 

(3) a householder; 

(4) a merchant; 

(5) an ascetic practising austerities; 

(6) a class - mate or a colleague; 

(7) a fire brand; 

(8) a poisoner; and 

(9) a mendicant woman. 

Then Kautilya elearly distributes various kinds or duties 

to various spies. Megasthenes calls tbem "OVetaeers" who 

were assigned tbe work or watobing and making reports 

secretly to the king. 

The Characteristics and functions or the spif!_S in internal · 

administration a 

(1) A fraudulent disc1e;e (Kapa~ika-Chhatra) a 

A skillt'ul person capable of guessing tbe mind or 

others is a fraudulent disciple. He has to inform about 

whatever wickedness he finds in others. 

(2) A recluse (Udastbi ta) 1 

------------~~---
One who practises 8SC9tiCism and is possessed or 

foresight and pure character is a recluse. This spy, 

provided with much money and many disciples, "shall carry 

on agriculture, cattle rearing, and trade on the lands 
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alloted to him. tor the purpose. Out or tbe produce and 

profits tbus acquired, he shall provide all ascetics with 

/ subsistence, clothing and lodging and send on espionage 

••••• ordering each or tbem to detect a particular kind or 

crime coDllllt, tted in connection with the king' s wealth, and 

to report or it when they come to receive their subsis

tence and wages. nS 

a. A householder {Grihap~tika) a 

A cultivator, fallen from his profession, but posse

ssed or foresight and pure character, is termed a house

holder spy. This spy is supposed to carry on .cultivation 

or lands alloted to him tor the purpose and maintain eul ti-

vators etc. as before. 

4. A merchant (Vaidehka) 1 

A trader, fallen from his profession, but possessed 

ot foresight and pure character, 1s a merchant spy. His · 

profession would be restored to him to obtain his services 

tor the state. 

s. An ascetic practising austerities (Tapas a) s 

A man with shaved head or braided hair and desirous 

to earn livelihood 1s a spy under the guise of an ascetic 

practising aus teri tics. Such a spy surrounded by a host 

ot disciples with shaved head and braided_hair may take his 

s. Kautilyas A;thasastta, p.la. 
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b/' 
abode in the superbs or a city, and pretend as person 

barely living on a handtul or vegetables taken once 1n 

the interval of a month or two, but be may take 1n secret 

his tavouri te rood s tufts. 

Merchant spies pretending to be his disciples may 

worship b1m as one possessed or supernatural powers. His 

other disciples may widely proclaim that 11 ThiS ascetic 

1s an accomplished expert of preternatural powers." Regar

ding those persons who, desirous of knowing their :rutu.re, 

throng to htm, he may, through palmistry, fortell such 

tuture events as be can ascertain by the nods and signs 

ot his disciples concerning the works or high bor.n people 

or tbe country viz. small profits, destruction by fire, 

tear from robbers, the execution of the seditious rewards 

tor the good, tore cast ot toreign affairs, saying, "This 

will happen today, that tomorrow, and that bhis king will 

do." Such assertions or the ascetic will be corroborated 

by his disciples by adducing facts and figures. 

& will also foretell not only the rewards which 

persons possessed ot foresight, eloquanee, and bravery are 

likely to receive at the hands of the king, but also proba

ble changes in tba appointment ot ministers. 1~ king's 

ministers will direct his affairs 1n contormi ty to the 

forecast made by the ascetic. He will appease with ofller 

ot wealth and honour •flose who have b.ad s omo welllmown 
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cause to be disaffected and impose punts bments in secret 

on those who are .for no reason disaffected or who are 

plotting against -the king. Honoured by the king wi tb 

awards or money and titles, all the above mentioned spies 

will ascertain the purity or character or the rulers 

servants. 

6. A Classamate or a colleague (Satri) a 

Those orpHans who are to be necessarily .fed by the 

state and put to study science, palmistry, sorcery, the 

the duties or various orders or religious life, iegerdemain, 

and augury, are class-mate spies or spies by social inter

course. 

7. ~ Fire-brand (Tikh9al : 

Such brave desperados of _the country who reckless 

ot their own lite, confront elephants or tigers in f'ight 

mainly tor tbe purpose or earning money are termed fire

brands or fiery spies. 

8. A poisoner (Ra.sada) a 

Those who have no trace or filial affection left 

in them and who are very cruel and indolent are to be 

recruited as poisoners. 

9. A Hendicant woman (Bbiks huki) : 

A poor widow who is very clever and desirous to 

earn her livelihood, is a woman ascetic. Honoured in the 
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king' s harem, such a woman will frequent the residences 

of the king's prime ministers. 

Now, of these spies, those who are or good family, 

loyal, reliable, well-trained 1n the art of putting on 

disguises appropriate to customs of the populace and 

possessed of knowledge of many languages and arts, will 

be sent by the king to espy in his own country the move

ments of his ministers, priests, commanders or the army, 

the beirapparent, the door-keepers, the officers inchargo 

of the harem, the Magistrate, the Collector-general, tbe 

chamberlain, the Commissioner, the city constable, the 

oftieer-incharge ot the city, the Superintendent or manu

factories, the assembly of Councillors, heads ot depart

ment, the Commissary-general, and orf1cers~1n-charge or 

fortifications, boundaries and wild tracts. 

Fiery spies, wbo are employed to hold the royal 

umbrella, va.~e 1 fan, and shoes, or to attend at the throne, 

chariot and conveyance will espy the public character of 

these officers. 

Class-mate spies will convey the information gathered 

by the fiery spies to the institute of espionage. 

Poisoners, under the guises or a sauce-maker, a cook, 

procurer or water for bathing, shampooer, the spreader or 
bed, a barbar, toilet~aker, a water servant, servants such 
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as have taken the appearance or. a bump backed person, a 

dwart, a pigmy, tbe dumb, the deat, the idiot, the bling, 

artisans such as actors, dancers, singers, players on 

musical instruments, buffoons, and a bard; as well as 

women will espy the private character or these officers. 

And, a mendicant woman will convey this information to 

the institute or espionage. The immediate officers ot 

the institutes or espionage will, by making_ use or signs 

or writing, set their own spies 1n motion to ascertain 

the validity or information collected tram three different 

sources. But the spies should not be given chance to 

know each other except when cooperation was necessary. 

Some of' the spies may suddenly go out to "collect vital 

informations" which in tact to spy on the spies under the 

pretext ot 11 long-standing disease, or luancy or or being 

discharged." Kautilya also talks or creating make-believe 

opposition groups consisted ot the spies themselves. They, 

in places or pilgrimage, in assemblies, houses, corpora

tions and amid congregations or people may dispute each 

other's assertions about various policies, programme and 

attitudes or the king towards his people. This technique 

should be undertaken to know tha public reactions towards 

the king and other governmental authorities. The spies 

are also advised to make use ot prevalent rumours for 

success 1n this operation. The people who will side with 

the "king-group" or spies should be appeased. The opposing 
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people should either be silenced or punished or banished. 

Thus, in every sphere or internal administration 

ot the Kautilyan system the spies were indispensable to 

the king. Even judges were tested by tbe spies. Spies 

detected injustice and bribery 1n the court. All these 

works of spies were vi t.~ to ensure the stability or the 

internal administration. 

!autilra, intelligence and the external administration 1 

The application or intelligence in the conduct of' 

external affairs was considered to be equally important 

to feed the acquisitive tendency of the Kautilyan system. 

He bas lis ted certain essential elements or external 

espionage which can be discussed here 1n the following a 

Seduction and 1ntrigu1ns 1 

Kautilya says that foreign spies are to be seduced 

b1 female spies and thus thwarted and murdered. ~ conti

nues that the keepers of' harlots should excite love in 

the minds or the leader's or the enem1' s army b7 exhibiting 

women or youth and beauty. Fiery spies should bring 

about quarrels among them when one or two or them have 

fallen in love. 

Another Spf, under the guise or a merchant, may, 

under the plea or winning love or an immedlate maid serva.l'lt 

ot the beautitul queen or the enemy, shower wealth upon 
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her and then give her up. Another one in the service or 

the merchant may give to another spy, employed as a servant 

ot the maid-servant, some medical drug, telling the latter 

that in order to regain the love or the merchant, the 

drug may be applied. 

On her attaining success, s be may intorm the sexua

lly dissatisfied queen that the same drug may be applied 

to the person or the king to secure his love and then 

change the drug tor poison and to get the enemy king killed 

in this process. 

Spreading disinrormation and sowing dissension a 

Kautilya also talked or the use or the technique 

or spreading disinrormation and sowing seeds or dissension 

to weaken the enemy strength and to bas ten its early tall. 

He says that spies gaining access to the enemy corpora

tions and finding out jealousy, batlted and other causes 

ot quarrel sow the seeds of a well-planned dissension 

among them. Spies, under the guise or teachers should 

cause childish embroils among those or mutual enemity on 

occasions of' disputations about certain points or science, 

arts, gambling or sports. 6 

Fiery spies may occasion quarrel among the leaders 

ot the state corporations bj instigating the 1nf'erior lea-

6. !!U.s1, p. 413. 
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ders and set them against the superior party. Even a 

eonf'ident son or the chief' or corporations may be recrui

ted and helped with men and money to set him against the 

corporations. When the obJect 1n view is realised he may 

be banished. 

Dancers, players, and actors may, after gaining 

access, excite love 1n the minds or the chief's of' corpo

l:ations by exhibiting women endowed with bewitching 

youth and beauty. Be causing the woman to go to another 

person, or by pretending that another person has violently 

carried her ott, they may bring about a quarrel among 

those who love that woman. Again, widows or women, employed 

asspies with secret instructions, may dispute among them

selves about various claims and attract tbe chief's or the 

corporations. 

Besides this, Kautilya has talked or various other 

sex-traps to entice the abiets of' enemy corporations because 

they, according to him, are better to strengthen the state 

purse than the acquisio.n of an army, a friend or profits. 7 

He has also discussed the tacti•s to create dissen

sion among the enemy king and his prime minister and other 

1nf'luen tial officers. The enemy's armies were to be sedu

ced by lies, bribes, f'alse promises etc. Spies attending 

7. . l:b14, p. 413. 
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upon the price kept as, a hostage might break the agree

ment or peace. Spies known as tiksna might bring about 

the death or an enemy within a tort by means or weapons, 

tire, poison or Qther things. Agents helping in sowing 

seeds or dissension, may bribe the diSgruntled persons 

by supplying money and grains, and thereby creating split 

between the enemy king and his subjects. The. spies also 

may spread talse informations about the personal lite 

or the enemy king which would incur public wrath and 

hatred tor him. Taking advantage or public fury against 

him, it would be easy to cause his destruction. Kautilya 

has also chalked out elaborate tunctions tor the spies 

in a se1ge or conquered country. The Kautilyan spies 

were also to create division among the enemy king and 

his commander-1n-ob1et and bring about the death or tbe 

latter. In this way, the enemy king could be deprieved 

ot wise advice which he could have achieved tram his 

commander-in-chief to devise ingenious stratagems or 

survival. 

An important function or the spies was to des troy 

the enemy sources or supply. They also tried to strike 

down the enemy with the help ot man kept secretly ready 

within the enemy camp. They were also to sabotage in the 

foreign country. Seditious persons within ttl$ enemy 
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fort were lured by the spies to cause revolt against 

the enemy king. And, ultimately, it the spies succeeded 

1n a.Ssassinatlng the enemy king, they were bighly rewarded 

by money and titles. 

Thus, the institution or espionage was regarded 

by Kautilya as an indispensable integral part of' a poli

tical system. As it has been argues earlier that for 

Kautilya, the use of intelligence 1n internal affairs 

ensures systemic longevity which in turn equips the 

statesman with enormous confidence to extract desired 

sains wbile dealing with his country's external affairs. 

Diplomacy and Intelligence 1 The Kautilyan-Machiavellian 

perspective Vs the modern Eerspective a 

We have already seen that the Kautilyan diplomacy 

cannot be p~t on operation without extensive aid by the 

sprawling intelligence system. To Kautilya, the together

ness of' diplomacy and intelligence is a must tor an erf'i

cient handling or the serpentiine course or the interna

tional events. In tact, diplomacy without secrecy is 

sword without scabbard. In theory, of course, secret 

diplomacy is denounced. But in practice it was and 1s 

very much prevalent and expedient. By lof'ty idealism the 

governments cannot avoid its usetulness and applicability. 

Sometimes, idealists try to f'ind out harshness, 
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severity and outright treachery in the Kautilyan techni

ques or espionage. All these things are or course there 

is his framework of intelligence. But there is no denying 

the fact that affairs or nations cannot be treated phlema

tically. We have already pointed out that the diplomat 

cannot play the game of love where emotions daninate the 

scene. Throughout the ages, it has been recognised that 

the diplomat is a practical player tor whom the aid of 

intelligence 1n making decisions is an important element 

ot the rules of the game. EVen the ultramodern democra-

cies like France, Britain, America8 etc. maintain highly 

sophisticated intelligence apparatuses 1n aid or their 

carefully tailored policies. It is no secret in today's 

world that the need or secret agents tor the governments 

8. The United States at America maintains the three-tier 
intelligence system : 
(A) 'l'he Federal Bureau or Inves tigtftton (FBI) is 
engaged in counter-as pionage works. t is expected 
to spot and oversee the movements and activities or 
the foreign spies within the United States; 
(B) The Ceatrtl IntelligenQg Agencx is involved 1n· 
continuous competition with its counterpart the K. G.B. 
KomiteS Gosudaf' t Vennov Bezopasnos ti (ColllD.i ttett for 
State ecurity to control over the international 
system; and, 

(C) The National Secu.rJ.tv Agftnc;x:, which 1s responsible 
for collecting informations and making analyses on the 
strategie affairs of the United States withthe help of 
Satellites, electronic devices etc. 
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to meet harsh challenges and swinging blows of the hostile 

governments is a hard reality. 

Kautilya. realised it. Hence, he discussed very 

frankly about it in great detail without caring the least 

tor adverse criticism. Be wanted to establish a stable 

system under a strong monarch and so all possible means, 

whether they were amoral or unreligious, were tried by 

him. In complete elaboration, he gave even the minutest 

details about the objectives or espionage that might help 

a ruler in acqui$it1on ot new dominion and the consolida

tion or it on a concrete bas is. Following his tory, after 

due consideration or time and circumstances, he recommen

ded only those policies based on intelligence operations 

which were Justified from the standpoint or practical nece

ssity. In so doing, he did not bother whether they were 

disturbing the niti (morality) or· Dharmasastras or estab

lished principles or political practices as formulated by 

previous writers on polity. 

or course, the broad pbilosophie basis or political 

system was not unknown to him. But be was much more inte

rested in the immediate task. Diplomacy, secrecy and imme

diacy - all or tbem put together came to produce the much 

needed materialism and pragmatism for him. That is why, 

trom behind the curtain of apparent trickery, treachery, 

deceit, violence, biood-stains and heartless cruelty of 
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diplomacy through intelligence peeps his superior poli

tical insight, sharp· intellect and a burning passion to 

unify his war-shattered motherland. 9 Kautilya•s extra

oridnary througbness, relentless logic, practical wisdom, 

and realistic outlook therefore, opend up a new age and a 

new page in the history or diplomacy and intelligence. 

And, the modern age is also not an exception. Rather, 

the intelligence operations or the u.s.A. and the U.s.s.R. 
in the present day world tell us a lot or tragic tales. 

Both or them, in an attempt to get the upper hand over tbe 

international events, do not pa~ the slightest hesitancy 

to interfere in the internal atrairs or other independent 

but less powerful countries, to assissinat~ the foreign 

leaders who show independent styles and reject tbe theory 

or political and military grouping an the international 

scale, and, also to destroy the human cattle 1n ditrerent 

parts or the globe. 

or course, the American government do not spare any 

errort to pay lip-service fe>r human rights. It is widely 

known by now that Henry Kissinger, the rormer Secretary 

or State or the u.s.A had ordered bombing ot tba Vietnam 

people even on a Christmas day. Whether .one should call 

tbe American government a democracy and tbe Soviet Govern-

9. Mukherjee, Bbaratia lQld, p.45. 
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ment a dictatorship, that still remains a polenical point. 

Because, as f'ar as intelligence operations are concerned 

and which in almost all cases are the basis ot their broad 

policy framework, both of' them play the same vile game in 

an attempt to upset each other's estimates and pay exigu

nous attention to any kind of' decency by adopting all 

sorts or dirty tricks under lurid and meretricious Jargons 

like international peace, international security, prole

tarian in~mationalism, Universal brotherhood, human 

rights etc. etc. 

Diplomacf and intelligence s The Choice tor the nuclear 

elvilization s 

It /has already been affirmed that pure diplomacy 

is unoperational. But the question arises -why this is 

so ? Why diplomacy is inef'fective without intelligence ? 

According to EdWard Shils, the legitimate tasks ot 

security apparatuses in shaping policies are "unlikely 

to diSappear as long as the possibility or war and the 

need tor military det'ense remain. ,,10 

10. 

H.H.Ranson says that the "relationship between 1nte-

Shills, Edward: "Th! Tormeq.t of' Seore;y: The ~'ckgrouna, 
and Consequences or American Segurity·Polig1es•' 
Melbourne, Willian Heinemann, 1956, p.11. 
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lligence and policy is the relationship between knowledge 
. -

and action. n11 This is the knowledge about human nature,· 

human attitudes and buman actions. Because, it is only the 

human beings who propagate variety or views and ideas, 

constitute various kind or governments and pursue varie

gated policies. The study of human nature is really the 

stUdy or varieties. lhman nature, as argued by statesman, 

is everchang1ng. And, since the human nature cannot be 

confirmed tor all the time to come (of course, it can be 

confirmed to a certain extent and at times, to certain 

predictable points too. This view sanctifies the notion 

or "§elt-interes t" variable which, it seems, 1n most 

cases, remains the solid foundation or human motives), so 

there is the need of intelligence 1n verifying its different 

dimensions and changing courses and to deal with it accor

dingly. 

There are many many instances of deception in history 

the deception of one party by another, by one group by 

another, by one government by another, and, of one nation 

by another. So, promises made and policies pursued today 

by one government to another are not enough guarantees 

tor the establishment or stability and constancy. There 

are always possib111 ties or promises being broken and 

0 

11. Ransom, H.H. a ~' p.2. 
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policies being changed and here is tbe need to cheek and 

regulate the opponents' behaviour frequently and constantly, 

These possibilities are not eonJeetrual. This is the 

tendency of governments (which can be constituted only 

with human elements) to shaw particular postures at a 

particular time to other governments and reverse the same 

at an another point or time when it suits their interests. 

That 1s why, espionage can be conducted even in friendly 

countries to confirm whether their attitude or friendli

ness is genuine or not. It may provide nations with know

ledge about strength and weaknesses or the friends and 

utilise them when they fall apart from each other. Because, 

in the interest market or the international system, friends 

and f'oes may take opposite turns suddenly with the occurrence 
. . 

or possible about-turn events. This regular checking or 

government policies by other gover.nments may not necessa

rily include some kind or impish plans tor subversion in 

achieving howkish interests. The gathering or "1ntell1-

genee, collection of material and information, the assess

ment of' policies, optntons and facts are necessary tune

tions or a modern government and vi tal to the conduct 

of foreign arrairs of' that country. But where under the 

garb or collecting information, the foriegn government 

arrogates to itself' the task of conducting clandestine 

activities involving danger to the freedom or another 
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country, it is subversion."12 

or course, there arises certain situations when 

even subversion becomes the need or the hour. It a natton 

or a set or nations indulge 1n intrigue to upset, alienate 

or destroy (politically, economically, militarily etc.) 

another one or a set or national actors, la~ge-scale use 

or "abnorm;M diplomacx" is Just unavoidable. In this 

context, intelligence forces work as ~o-between among 

the polity and the diplomatic machine. 

Various technisues of policz plar_ning through intelligence 

in the nuclear age ' 

So, it has been proved that in directing the on

going events both at home and abroad and 1n the process, 

shaping the structure or the to-be-world 1n the days to 

come, tbe extra-ordinary influence or the sensitive and 

mysterious networJ or clandestine operations conducted by 

highly sophisticated security apparatuses is just not more 

than hundred per cent. 

In the nuclear age, the added importance or inte

lligence organizations in knowing the strength and weakne

sses or various nations and tailoring policies accordingly 

12. Adel, Daljit Sen ' "~ger of CIA".t Progressive Peoples 
Sector Publications Lta., New Delhi, p.l. 
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is again a massive one. The nuclear-age actors make use 

or various techniques to gather intelligence input ran-

ging from political developments, social relationships, 

economic conditions, scientitic-technical~industrial pro

gress to the military establishments 1n every crevice ot 

the globe to suit their carefUlly chalkedout policy output. 

The globalization or intelligence 1n the nuclear age is 

necessary to quench the thrusts or the foreign policy mecha

nism. But, since the capacity to collect informations or 

vital interests is limited by the existence or sovereign 

boundaries and the international code or behaviour, the 

undercover activities by both indiginous and local agents 

or agents-cum-diplomat is ot utmost value. 

or course, theoritically, attempts have been made 

to differentiate between the diplomatic behaviour and the 

intelligence behaviour. Even there has been ths talk of 

intelligence despotism in determining diplomatic goals lea

ding to detraction or diplomatic decency. 

Anyway, sketching a compartmentalized differentiation 

between the two can better engender the SfStemic collapse, 

not to talk or policy determinant..s themselves. Again, 

sheer domination or diplomacy by intelligence or vice-versa 

is a good example dumvirate colonialism resulting 1n self

destructive machination. On the other hand tbe fabric or 

"external polity' of a political system can breed excellent 
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results only when it lacks no ferment for performance. 

This ferment may best be materialised by a happy marriage 

between intelligence and diplomacy. Because, an effective 

diplomacy needs to be fed by an equally effective informa

tion or intelligence system. 

The techniques a 

Though almost all the Kautilyan technitlues or inte

lligence to create policies are very much prevalent even 

in our nuclear age, still his programme seems to be very 

very inadequate to meet the demands ot our time. This is 

because or tremendous development or modern communications. 

The nuclear-age communications system bas developed on such 

a scale that sometimes it is felt that the importance or 

diplomats have diminished greatly when most or their works 

or one day are being done within minutes with the help of 

globalized electronic espionage outfits and the satellite 

surveillance s ys tams. 

So, a graduated scheme over the Kautilyan programme 

would be very practical for us. Keeping that end in 

view, here we illuminate various stages of policy planning 

through the art of intelligence. Then all these techni

ques would be used to show the policy formulation process 

or a hypothetical policy. 
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The techniques are as in the following 1 

1. ObseNation and Collection or Data 1 

The primary goal or 1ntelligenee in the nuclear age 

is to observe the field of interests throughly. The help 

of hunch and hypothesis can be of' great use for this 

purpose. Since the obJective ot observation is basically 

to privide foreknowledge, to supply national policy-makers 

and operators with sound evaluations of' various informa

tions like the present and fUture status, capabilities, 

. and intentions or foreign powers; in doing so, a dis tinc

tion must be made be tween the (a) lmpya.ble, and the 

(b) Unknowable, between what can be "predicted with 

reasonable certainty or only 1n degrees of' probability.13 

Sources or in forma tiona The knowable or the O£?!n sources 1 

By virtue or being intelligence, it epitomizes 

nothing but secrecy. But, there are little hazaros and 

the problems of secrecy in collecting information from the 

open sources. These sources are 1 informations from 

whispered rumour to a globe-girding radio, scholarly 

writings in the journals, statemants or foreign political 

and military leaders, press reports, tourists, report 

from foreign service officers and military attaches etc.etc. 

13. Ransom, H.B. 1 i21dt p.8. 
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The Unknowable sources s 

Since the availability or valid informations from 

unknowable sources is just next to impossible, it 1s 

expedient to resort to covert operations with the help or 

both indigenous and recruited agents. The reerui tment or 
local secret agents bedomes necessary because the indige

nous agents are unable to discover the unknowable directly. 

Tbe direct participation or the latter in such operations 

is strictly inhibited by the boundary of national soverei

gnty. Hence, the application of tbe indirect method -

which helps divulgtng de~ired informations from the enemy 

camp. 

2. Random report~g or information l 

After the raw informations from various sources 

through observation, they should be sent back to the proper 

policy-planning authority. The dissemination of intelli

gence findings can be conducted with the D.elp or different 

emergency techniques : Oral, graphic (codes), written, 

wireless, electronic devices, satellite surveillanne and 

so on. But, the authority must make it sure that the 

deployment or various human agents to collect same infor

mations should not know each other. This is necessary to 

ensure the validity of the information. 
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3. Sortinl or data processins 1 

When the raw informations get converted into appli

cable data by the appropriate authority, the next process 

will follow. It is sitting~ sorting, and judging the 

credibility or the collected data. 

4. Core latins a 

After the scattered data get processed adequately, 

efforts should be made to single out a particular group 

or data and to core late them with anotbe r group or rele

vant data. ·ror practical necessity. 

5. Data analysis and research 1 

Thus grouping them together into particular units 

or variables, each unit or data should be properly ana

lysed and evaluated through rigorous research, drawing 

pertinent inferences from the analysis and interpreting 

such ingerences 1n keeping with the requirements or planners, 

policy-makers and operators. 

6. Policy-formulation a 

The evaluated data should be directed to the proper 

authority tor the purpose or decision-making. The states

man or tbe decision-delivering machine would spedity vari

ous variables or the data tor the solution or various kind 

or problems. This process or policy-formulation is very very 
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dif'ticult and risky. Because, the identification or the 

exact nature or the problem and tbe application or the 

relevant data tor its solution is tbe crucial test of deci

sion-making. Since only good intentions cannot yield good 

results, policies should be shaped with extensive care and 

elaborate attention. Otherwise, good intentions coupled 

with valid and credible data but "ending in bad results are 

the s 1gns or a bad policy. nl4 

7. Pollcy=prosegutiOQ s -
TO. delivery or decision is meant tor action. Policy 

formulation ends and policy prosecution begins. But, again 

a good policy has to be aided and guided by some other emer

gency techniques to ensure successtul results. These techni

ques are as in the following 1 

(a) Disintormation a _,....,.;;;,.,;,;;;;,;;;;,o;;;;..;;.;;;;-.-

While pursuing policies, sometimes the need of disin

rormatian becomes an utmost necessity. Disintormation is deli

berate dissemination of distorted information to create pub

lic disgruntlement against the political authority ot a 

particular country. This process ot poisoning public opinion 

is a time-honoured tectmique to make the adversary re!;pond to 

reasOJlable behaviour needed to satisfy the policy goals or 

an another country. 

14. Singh, I.P. 1 lbid, p.2. 
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Intelligence agents, under the cloak or "diplomats" 

stationed at foreign countries may carry out this drive of' 

"biased wrormation" aided by men and materials supplied 

by the home authority. The chief' or such operations is su

pposed to recruit the local agents for the purpose. The 

recruitment should be based on a very well thought out plan. 

He, should recruit only those who are S7111pathised with the 

former's cause either whole heartedly or under the pressure 

or circumstances prevailing in that country or by the condi

tions of' "point or no return" imposed by the recruiting au

thority itself. In this connection, dissatisfied students, 

less pampered intellectuals, avaricious poli tialans, highly 

placed journalists, influential businessmen, famous poets 

and literateurs, shrewd social workers, ambitious lawye~s, 

deglamarised generals and military officers, volatile 

labour leaders, unconcerned ascetics, fanatic religious lea

ders, the leaders or the armed gangs, leading lights of' the 

various intelligence agencies, boasttul bureaurats, tech

nocrats and doctors hankering higher positions, local hood

lums and hooltgans, celebrated sportsmen, cinema actors, 

actresses, musicians, and film directors etc.etc. may be 

recruited tor realising the purposes or the avowed policy. 

The technique of dj.sinformaticm is also used to 

creab* mob-violence, to contuse public opinion by informa

tion overload, about various international happtn1ngs, to 

be little the achievements or hostile governments, to pro-
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voke insurgency among the unhappy ethnic groups or the enemy 

country, to exaggerate the ideological effectiveness ot 

the respective countries, to titillate the friends in a 

tizzy, to cleaJ'e down. the ranks ot a benighted enemy and to 

influence its course or action, to popularise tbe goods or 

particular countries in other countries, to gain the respec

ted position in foreign countries by propagating the rich

ness or cultures and traditions, industrial progress, scien

tific and technological innovations, and to overthrow the 

enemy governments through large scale violence and also by 

organizing the military coup. 

In terseness, disintormation is nothing but a torm 

ot political skullduggery, subversion .. and propaganda. Whi ta

ker says, "sometimes it is synonymous with information. 1115 

He continues : ''Much or what passes today tor diplomacy is 

not diplomacy at .all; it is propaganda ••••• Dlplomatic 

discussion bas traditionally supplied the materials out 

ot which the cement or agreement and understandings have 

been made. Discussion implies an exchange or viewsl it 

implies listening and talking. Propaganda can be clothed 

in the rorms or diplomacy, such as an exchange or notes 

between heads or stata, but its tunctions and purposes are 

very different. In propaganda there is no exchange or views 

15. Whitaker Urban G. Jr.ed. : "Propaganda and Intarnl
tiona.l · relat10D§, n Howard Chandla1 Publisher, 1960, 
pp.l-2. 
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or explanations of' tbe reasons and or them. 1bere is no 

~is tening tor the intent 1S not mutual uncers tanding or 

agreement but tbe presentatton or a pos1 tlon. n16 

(b) Surveillance and Seduct129 I 

All modern governments make use ot tbis tectmique or 

surveillance and seduction. Watching eacb other's move

ments and activities and making policies accordingly 1s 

all but necessary. Seduction is generally used to get hold 

or the "g.gent§ or igtJ.yange". 

By ''aunts of' J,ntluenoll", we mean tbe influential men 

who are very very closed to the bigbes t pol :f. tical s truc

ture or particular countries and wbo have access to vital 

informations. These agents are reeru1 ted through the 

exploitation or their various weaknesses over sex, love etc. 

by using the services of' the trollops. 1'o rerrret out the 

enemy positions on def'enoe, science and technology and to 

1ntluenoe its overall tuture policies, tbe need of' these 

agents is monumental. 1'h1s prot! table tool of' blackmailing 

can be put on operation to purchase tbe said agents even 

by bribery, 1nm1dat1on and so on. 

(c) Tactical and Stratelic Technique ' 

While operating the policy, strategic matters should 

16. la14, p.112. 
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also be given due consideration. The constantly changing 

capabilities, vulnerabilities, and intentions or foreign 

nations is or extreme importance to the planners or natio

nal security policy process. As Sherman Kent has put it J 

"It toreign policy is the shield or the republic, 

then strategic intelligence is the thing that gets the 

shield to the right place at the right time. It is also 

the thing tbat stands rea~y to guide the sword. 1117 

(d) Counter-intelligence 1 

Coun.ter-intelligence is, in a sense, a defensive func

tion or the policypprosecution process. It encounters the 

effectiveness or hostile foreign intelligence operations 

and opposition forces witbin and outside the country. The 

purpose is to protect information against infiltrations 

into the intelligence systems by the foreign espionage 

net work, to guard personnel against subversion and to 

secure. installations and materials against sabotage or the 

policy. This technique can lie applied both at home and 

abroad to guarantee the success ot the. projected policy. 

The operationalization or the hxpothetical politz : 

Now, a graduated process through the art or intelli-

17. Kentt Sherman : ·"strategic Ini;flligellQ.Q, '1 Princeton, 
New Jersey, P.V.Press, 1951, p. viii. 
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gence is being delineated through the diagram or a hypothe

tical po~i ty as in tbe following 1 

In the polity, there is a head or tbe supreme autho

rity who guides the entire systemic operation. The whole 

polity has been divided into two parts - tbe :t.nterpal 

pQlity and the external pol:t.tx. 

Internal intelligence which obviously takes care of' 

the internal matters is under the Jurisdiction or the 

internal pol:t.tx. The head or the polity is ass is ted by its 

secretariat which is consisted or two divisions - tl'm 

interQal diviston and the external d2,v2,g2,on. The Qounter

int,elligenge C2t.WI, which is under the :t.nterna.l. diy1s1on 

or the politv ses;retaria.t, joins bands with the intelli

gence actors or the internal politr to prevent infiltra

tions by foreign intelligende agencies and also to oversee 

the movements and activities of' the opposition forces both 

at home and abroad. 

The rore2,gn poligy 2,ntegration ggunc:t.l of' the polity 

secretariat is responsible ror integrating the purposes and 

functions or both internal and external intelligence agencies 

to ensure the success or the policy output. In this connec

tion, the torQ:t.gn Q2llQY 1DPl2tit1on council is supported 

by the ady2,gorv c;Qlls tsu: arga management. Each cell or 

area unit is beaded by a knowledgeable and erticient advi-

ser. 
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NCN, the I~StR:Wil polity has also a Dad who is res

pcnsible to tbe :u~preme authority or tbe D.,olitr. Since 

the ~Jteroal pglitx is exclusively responsible tor collec

ting vi tal informations f.'rom these agencies know each other 

except when cooperations become necessary in any emergency 

eventuality. 

Thus, grouping all these raw informations together, 

the Qilterme.l secretariat esta'QJ.istweot passes them to the 

ma.nae;inc diyisiOWJ tor ana research and analpis. The 

tunction of these divisions is to dif.'f'erenti§te between 

the essentials and the UQ.8Ssent1als or the raw informa

tions and converting the essentii~ into applicable data. 

It also differentiates between various data needed tor va

rious areas. Then, each area division proceedS to the 41!1-

sionel liai§~D autgoritx in cbarge gt PtOYiDI ,the ;rediQi

lity or data. This authority, after extensive examination 

or all the data. of all the areas, pushes them to the um. 
rtsqurges reiY~aline; goromissigp. The work or this commission 

is to segregate the most vi tal data which are immediately 

concerned with national security and nation.a.l interests, 

from all other data. Then the data concerning strategic 

affairs would be directed to too national security brangh 

for evaluation by its experts on various areas. This branch 

is also expected to advise on tM possible future interna-
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tional alignments, defence groupings, intentions or the 

friends, and roes alike and the overall rea.s onably predic; 

table fUture course or international events and help s ha

ptng polimies accordingly. Then the rar• resqurge§ regg

lating Commission sendS all other not=so-1m,mediate but 

Vi tal data to the top S§Qrtt reviel( Qommitt§g • Tbese 

committes would be generally considered to devise ways and 

means so necessar; tor different kinds or policy-formulation 

on different areas of t~ world. 

The poligr:g4~QDin& 0omm1ssign with the help of the 

help or tbe national segurity branqb and the top secret 

review committees and also with the consent of the hiAd or 

the externa1 politz, fathers the broad policy framework ot 

the polity. Once policies are formulated, the process of 

policy-prosecution starts. Again, the results of various 

policies are to be interpreted and some other emergency 

techniques like cUsintormation, se4ust1.sm. tagt1.gal ond 

stra.te&ic and also the help or the counter-1.ntell1.&enge 

gorps or the lllU.:rnal d1.v1.s1.cm ot the po11.tx segretar1.at 

and other agencies of the politx may be elicited tor the 

success of tbe policy. Thus, after long gestion and heavy 

travail a polity has taken birth which conducts its diplo~ 

matte policies through the art of intelligence. It has not 

reJected the Kautilyan views on the relationship between 
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diplomacy and intelligence. Rather, it has embarked upon 

a "graduated scheme" over tba Kautilyan one to suit the 

demands or our nuclear age. It has age.!n brought home tbe 

point that though the art or diplomacy is generally consi

dered to be a normal channel or interaction between inde

pendent units or the international system, the necessity 

ot the intelligence community in producing palatable and 

preferable policies is altogether unavoidable. 

Diplomacy and intelligence are twin brothers or tbe 
' 

same mother the politx to ensure success or 1 ts policy 

goals. Intelligence strengthens diplomatic effectiveness 

and an effective diplomacy is a necessary pre-requisite 

or stability, both internal and external. 

Bence, the statesman stands be tween diplomacy and 

intelligence and makes use of them with the acme or his 

skill to ensure the much needed internal order and the 

international order. 



PART THREE 



C 0 N C L U S I 9 N 

Diplomacy continues to be tbe strategic tool ot 

the statecraft tor the preservation or order and stability 

or the international system. And, the mixture or knowledge 

on diplomacy, both past and present, helps making the 

statesman's intuition and reasoning sharper and realistic 

tor the timely action 1n that direction. Because, time 1~ 

the best friend or a diplomacy the.t lmows how to value it. 

Time is the "capric1oU9 companion or a diplomacy that forgets 

to look at its watch. nl 

Thus, international actors today are atleast to some 

extent prisoners or their predeeessors, acting always 1n 

the shadow or history. They are brought up in traditions, 

menories and practices inherited trom earlier t~mes which 

will vi tally affect tm way they look at the world and the 

way they behave. To understand the underlying causes or 

actions and attitudes or today, we may need to study those 

ot the past. Only by a "better understanding or previous 

international societies arewe likely to be able to improve 

understanding or our own. "2 

1. Anataliev, K. s ibJ.si, p. 219. 

2. Luard, Evan a 11U.4, p. 33. 
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In tbe light of this experience, the study of the 

dictums or diplomacy or Kautilya and Machiavelli become 

necessary. But, there is no need either to be serumptious 

or supercilious while dealing with their views on diplomacy. 

Nei tber adjllctival encomium nor execratory abuses would be 

advisable to judge the "Unvarnisbesl goint,s" of their 

programmes. 

Hence, the ground should be made crystal clear why 

should we study them, what should we extract from them and 

what we should not. Such a proper evaluation or the Kauti

lyan-Machiavellian diplomacy would well serve the practical 

and pragmatic purposes or the space-age statesman. 

There is no denying the fact that in most cases the 

scheme or selerotia diplomacy designed by Kautilya and 

Machiavelli can produce nothing more than ''big thunder and 

little raindrops 11 for the use or nuclear age. Modelski 

~ays, "Kautilya's work, as Machiavelli's, pursues tbe 

same values * how a prince can maintain his power and enlarge 

it ••••• they take tor granted the existing social system 

and only ask how to preserve it. Both value intrigue and 

adopt on the whole a ruthless and instrumental approach to 

politics, elevating success in the game above all either 

considerations. They studit the problem or conquering power 

over other states and do not really accept the logic and 

necessary limitations or a system or states or equal 
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power. "3 Modelsk1 calls it a "cQ.eggr board modal.'' because 

the basiS of it 1s the propos! tion that one's neighbour. 
. . 

is one's enemy and that one's neighbour's enemy is therefore 

one's obvious friend. He continues, to say that the "Checker 

board still 1S a more illuminating model or world politics 

than the bloc-pattern recently 1n vogue."4 

So, the "little raindrops" have also some value tor 

us. It we allow the mind to wander back to our earlier 

diScussions, we will find how both Kautilya and Machiavelli 

stood aghast at the terrible sight or the ef'f'ate civili

zations of' the then India and Italy. Time and circumstances 

made it inevitable ror them to take up the cudge 1s tor 

effective measures tor the preservation or independence 

and integrity of' their respective countries. For them, 

the "gttectiye measures" were nothing but result-oriented 

policies. The result-oriented programme is that the states

man should not care tor the character of' tbe means to 

achieve the ends - i.e. national interests. Independence 

and internal stability was the need or the hour •. H!!nce, 

the concepts or kingdoms and princedoms dominated their 

views. Because, only an all powerf'ul king can ensure the 

internal stability which would contribute to the 1nterna• 

3. Models~, G. s l.U14, pp.550-551. 

4. llU.4, p. 555. 
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tional stability in turn. 

It seems that both Kautilya and Machiavelli wanted 

to purchase internal stability at the most ot interna

tional stability. But, such a conservative po.itical 

philosophy as a guide to action is irrelevant and order and 

stability which are produced trom that are at best 

ephemeral. It is more so because or the changed conditions 

in our nuclear age. 

Anyway, Kautilya and Machiavelli are mistaken in 

many contexts from our point or view. Again, that is 

natural. Dean Acheson says, ntbe best leaders we can pro-

. duce will make their mistakes too. nS Because, much that 

is important 1n statecraft cannot be reduced to formulae 

or statistical nomenclature. PreciSe predictions about 

specific outcomes are alusive in the race or rapidly 

caanging environments and policy contexts. Therefore, ths 

statesman will depend upon 1ntui tion. and "4eM-meisoninl" 

for certain choices. Hak1ng choices under conditions of" 

uncertainty in international politics requires a subtle 

blend of skill, nerve, and accurate information distilled 

through the personality or the statesman. What results 

from this process emphasises the importance or ''percep-

5. Acheson, Deans Poyer &D<l DiRlomacu;; Harvard university 
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1958, p.28. 
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tions about the environments, actor objectives, and the 

crulracteristiQS ot the domestiC policy-making process.n 6 

But, all the Kautilya-Machiavellian perceptions are 

not acceptable to us. Even, tbough both or them were expe

rienced statesmen and advised governments tor the applica

tion or their policies, it seems that Kautilya was much more 

successful than Machiavelli. so, it is not unfair to be 

selective in making a choice between these two historical 

personalities or outstanding acumen and statesmanship. It 

was the Kautilyan programme that made India un1 ted for the 

first time under the guidance of a single king. Machiavelli 

taUed to do 1 t in Italy.· It may be because Machiavelli 

emphasised much more on opportunism and Kautilya on dedi

cation. Or may be that Machiavelli's fortune deprived htm 

ot playing such a role, though he was anxiously desirous 

to so so. 

Machiavelli used all techniques to~tlattery to convince 

the then ruler or his mother-land that his .!)pinions should 

be elicited to know the art or running the government.t. But, 

6. Cimbala, Stephsn J. : "Polig~ StydiQS im«l Foreit:n PoliaJI 
Emphasgs and cautions" in Merritt, Richard L. ed. 1 
"Foreign poligy Analvsis", Lex in ton Books, D. c. Heath 
and Compant, Lexinton, Massachusetts, Tornoto, London, 
1975, p. 73. 
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' 
it wan of no avail and Machiavelli was extre.mely frustrated. 

It may be an another c&use why his scheme of diplomacy 

avoided the human aspects in their entirely. But, there 

is no dearth of sympathies tor huinan sentiments 1n tbe 

Kautilyan programme. 

Now, whatever may be their successes and failures, 

since all or their perceptions·are not· 

acdeptable to us, that is why, we have talked or the emer

gende or an extended statesman out ot their scheme. Such 

an extended statesman is supposed to nurse progressivism 

not consel"!,at1sm; to enst;re stability but not through 

kings hip or at the cost or human freedom; and to tbink: ot 

good not only for his own people but tor the world commu

nity also. The main task or today's statesman is to save 

the humanity from nuclear incineration by submerging diffe

rences and strengthening adJustments. The tenets or his 

programme or diplomacy should include discussion, negotia

tion, persuation and agreement between governments. Because, 

in the final analysis, the atom is no respecter or ideology 

or anything. When mutual rear and respect tor atom is 

reached, "1 t will be necessary to have available the means 

by which the required communications, negotiations and 

agreements can be worked out. That instrument is already 

at hand. It is the practice or conventional diplomacy."? 

7. Urban G. Whitaker, Jr.: iQ14, p.ll3. 
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Thus, even in the. nuclear age when the s tratefic 

conceptions and the conceptions on peace and world order 

have gone sea change, the very meaning or diplomacy 

remains the same. 

Iltplomacy remains the same trusted tool of' the 

statesman to deal with the Kale.idoscop1c sceries or the 

international system, to solve the inter-state sta:temate 

and to ensure order, stability and survival or the syste

mic structure, both internal and international. 
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